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IX, X.
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Optics.

Of the Science of Optics
in general
Of
Catoptrics
and Dioptrics
. Of di¬
verging , converging , and parallel Rays
Of the several Kinds of Mirrours
and
.Lenses . Of the Focusses of Glasses', the
Calculations
thereof ^ (/Theorems
for every Cafe.- Of Objects
and their
Images , with Theorems
relating there ¬
to for every Kind of Glass.
The Theory
of Vision
explained , she several Parts
of the Eye described. Of the Defects
of
Vision , and how remedied by Spect acles
of several Sorts. O/ ' Reading
- Glasses.
Of Single - Microscopes
of every Sort
by Reflection and Refraction . O/ ’DoubleMicroscopes
by Reflection and Refraction .
Their Structure
and Use explained . A
N ewP ocket - M icroscope
described,fur¬
nished with a Micrometer
. The Na¬

ture , Structure , and magnifying

Power

of a refracting Telescope
.of every Sort ;
Vol . III .
B
the

Optics.
the Reason of their Imperfection
explained .
O/ ’ReflectingTelescopes
, with their
theory at large explained . Of the Camera
Obscura , and its various Uses, Of the
Sci optic Ball
and Socket . Of the
SolarTelescope
; and SolarMicros cop es of several Sorts. Of the new- invented Heliostata
of s ’Gravefande,
with its Theory , and Manner of Use ex-

E are now arrived to that Part of
V Y
Natural Philosophy which treats
of Vision, and
the various Phænomena
of visible Objects , by Rays of Light
reflected from Mirrours , and transmitted
through Lenses, which constitute the Sub¬
ject of the most delightful Science of'
Optics

(CXXV ).
The

(CXXV ) i . Optics
Catoptrics

Plate
XhlL
XLIL

6.

and Dioptrics

is divided into Two Parts,

; the former treats of Vi¬

sion by Light reflected from Mirrours or polished Sur¬
faces, and the latter of Vision effected by Light trans¬
mitted through Lenses. Of these Lenses the several
Sorts in Use are the Plano- Convex A, the DoubleConvex B, the Plano- Concave C , the Double - Concave
D , the Meniscus E , (which is convex on one Side, and
concave on the other ) and the Hemisphere F . The
Line G H, that is perpendicular to and pastes through
the Middle of each Lens , is called the Axis of the Lens,
and that Middle Point the Vertex of the Lens.
a . As

Optic

3

s.

The principal Things here
to be con¬
sidered are, First, the Rays of
Light ; Se¬
condly,2. As Rays of Light fall on
these Glasses, they are
Variously reflected and refracted,
as above described in
the Lecture . The Theorems
which shew the different
Effects of all these Glasses in
reflecting and refracting
the Rays of Light , and forming
are inveftigated several Ways : the Images of Objects,
one of which is by Al¬
gebra. By this

means Dr . Halley has raised a
general
Theorem extending to all the
Kind of Optic - Glaffes of a particular Cases of every
I have largely applied and spherical Form , and which.
exemplified in my ’Treatise of
Optics.
Z. Another Method of
doing this is by Fluxions
which is easy and universal,
of Mirrours and Lenses of comprehending all the Cases
every Form . This ’I propose
to exhibit and illustrate here
for Variety , and for the
Genuineness and Excellency of this
Method above all
others, it depending on
Principles that are more of a
Philosophical than of a Mathematical
Nature ; It is as'
follows.
4. Let V B G be the Section
of any curved Superfi¬
cies of a Medium V G H I,
Plate
V the Yertex , and
AI
the Axis of the Curve V G .
From any Point in the XLII.
Axis A let a Ray of Light A B
be incident on the Me¬ Fig . 7*
dium in B, which suppose
refracted to a Point F in the
Axis. Then , by having given
the Distance of the ra¬
diating Point AD ,
are to find the focaland the Sine of Incidence B D , we
Distance V F after Refraction.
5. To do this, from the
Point B let fall the Perpen¬
dicular BD to the Axis ; and
putting AY —/ AB— z,
= ^ VD ^ ^ BD ^ j1, and
YF —f , then will
DP - / — x, AD = i 4 . x, z = \/ y'l +d '-+
2dxand v — \ A yL‘
and therefore in
— ifx
- fx
',
yyj - - d xj - - Xx
", andv:
Fluxions we haves =
d“flsd
x *+
yy — fx f- x,

V/ y*-p/ 1 2/x
—

-p

Br

6. But

4

Optics.

condly , the Glasses hy which they are refledfed
and refracted ; Thirdly , the Theorems or LaWs
relating
6. But z and
being the Fluxions of the incident
and refracted Rays, will represent their Velocities before
and after Refraction , which Velocities we have shewn
(Annot. CXVII .} are as the Sines of Incidence and Re¬
fraction m and n whence
;
i, : -v :: tn : n. And from the
Nature of Refraction (above explained) it is manifest
that while the incident Ray increases, the refracted Ray
decreases; therefore their Fluxions must have contrary
Signs, viz. J - - z, and — v. Wherefore i, —
: '■v ::
yyf- - d x —
|- x x
,
fx — yy — xx
\/y 2 + d 21
j - - 2 dx j - - x1 \ / y%
f- f 1 — ads xx
%
:: m : n.
7- Now because in those Mirrours and Lenses which
are, of common Use in Optics we regard only the Fo¬
cus of those Rays which fall very near the Axis , in
which Cafe the Arch B V is very small, and therefore
V D == x o nearly ; therefore x x and x x may be re¬
jected , without sensibly affecting the Value of the Exy v -j- d x
fx — yy
preffions; therefore tn “ •• v'
y* + <t' ■s/ r f . f‘
yy + d
■yy
f>
= nX
and so M X
yLf - dM
T -f / 1
8. From which Equation we shall find/ = F V , in
any Curve V G from the Equation expressing its Nature.
Thus if V G be a Circle , its Equation is y y — 2 r x
— xx , (where CB = r = the Radius ) the Fluxion of
which is yj — r x— x x ; and since x = o., we have
y y — o, yy — r x ,■and , substituting these Values in the.
general Equation above, we have m X -' nX
vy.
rx
r + d.
— . and, dividing by x, m X^ —- = HX
"d~*
v/ d
and thence
therefore tn df — mdr — nrf -\ - ndf
m dr
m d — nd — nr = / = V E.

Optics.

relating to the Formation of the Images of
Objects thereby; Fourthly, the Nature of Vi~
fon ,
9. If the Medium be Glass, then m \ n
therefore -jfh— — f

3 ■2»

And for parallel Rays A B,

3 dr 3 _ dr __
__
where d is infinite, we have — yy —’ ^ 3
'
/ = V F . But in Water , where m : n :: 4 : 3, we
have/ ind 4 r = / = V T, for parallel
ya
— 3r
Rays A B.
,
10. This Theorem (in Art. 7. - may be also adapted
to the Ellipsis , the Equation of which Curve is yy
p x—
whicha ,
putting ^ =

in

Fluxions isyy yW
= 2“

- anl^’

we have yy = o, yy = -J-f, which

}dp

Va-

lues substituted in the general Equation give ———

si

and when d \s infinite , or the Rays parallel, then — =

Y

focal Distance of the Ellipsis V G , a fourth
from theVertex , for theSuneams, The Expreflion is also the fame for an Hy¬
-ut of the

perbola

V G , because , only —— is affected with

a.

different Sign, and vanishes in that Equation also. _
11. If V G be a Parabola , its Equation is yy -~
p x, and in Fluxions ly y — p *j whence, nnce x oy
we have yy ~ o,yy — which
—,
give as
a — I"t* — f.

substituted as before

anj in cafe of parallel Rays, or the

Sun-Beams, ~ — \ 7F, the Focus
4
the Parabola,
B 3

or

Burning -Point of
12. Hence

Optics.
Jlon, and StruSiure of the Eye and
;

Fifthly,

' the StruSiure and Use of the principal
Optical
Instruments.
The

12. Hence we observe, that in the Circle V G , whose
Radius C B is equal to half the Lotus Return of the El¬
lipsis or Parabola, viz . r — \ p, the Focus will be at
the fame Distance from the Vertex V, or V F will be
the same in all ;

for

then it is

d—2 r
all the Curves, and consequently the Circle, Ellipjis, and

"Parabola,

have all the same Degree

of Curvature

at the

Vertex V in this Cafe.
13. ^Vhen d — %r, or d =

p,

tance f — 8 ?. r. — iststL.—
VF
0
0

becomes infinite ; that

1
then the focal Dis¬

is, if the Radiant Point A be at the Distance of the
Diameter of the Circle , or the Parameter of the Conic
Section from the Vertex V of the Medium of Glass,
then the Rays will be refracted parallel to the Axis!
And , vice versa, parallel Rays will be refracted from a
Substance of Glass by a spherical Surface to the Distance
ps the Diameter of the Sphere ; or from an elliptical of
parabolical Surface to the Distance of the Lotus Reftumr

from the Vertex V.
14. After the same Manner we express the several
PI.XLII.
Cases
, Elliptical, or Parabolical reflecting
Fig-. 88. SurfaceofVa BSpherical
fig
G , that is, such a one where the Incident
Ray A B is reflected from the Point B instead of being
refracted ; and then since the Angle of Incidence A B L
is equal to the Angle of Reflection L B K , the Ray K B
will be so reflected from the Point B as if it came from
a Point F in the Axis, and therefore that Point F we
must consider as the Focus of reflected Rays. In this
Case the Velocities of the incident and reflected Rays are
the same, viz . z h= and
both affirmative; also m —n.
yy-}-dx-sxx yj
—-sx-\ -xx
Whence
\/y ' s -d 'st -idx + x1~~ 2/x
• + x1;

7
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The Rays of Light are distinguished into
three Sorts , viz . Parallels Converging, and
Diverging
or, putting x — o. y y — a,

iyy — rx, qr —\ px,
dr
(as above) then this general Theorem becomes
V F , in the

an

= / = V F , in
f T“ 4“
the Ellipsis. Hyperbola, and Parabola.
15. If d, or A V , be infinite, as in parallel Rays,
_
dr
dr
, _ j- _
or the Sun-Beams, then —:- , ——j — i r J—
’
r -f- zd
id .
V F , in the spherical convex Mirrour V G ; but if the
said Mirrour be Elliptical, Hyperbolical
, or Parabolical,
Circle

j and

then —^ — =l <i s= = VF. But because the Rays
pj- - 4 d
B K do not actually proceed from the Point F , that
Point is in this Kind of Mirrours called the Virtual
16’ If the Radius B C = r of the convex Mirrour be
infinite, the spherical SurfaceV B G will become a Plane,
viz. a plane Speculum or Looking -Glass, as V B G in
Pl.XLII.
_
dr r _ «_
Fig. 9.
the following Figure ; and the Theorem r _|_2“^ — r
— dV—
F , that is, A N is equal to V F , or the
incident Ray A B is so reflected at B into B K as it it
came from a Point F , just as far behind the Glass as the
Radiant A is before it.
17. Furthermore , if r = BC be supposed greater
than Infinite , or from affirmative to become negative,
the Centre C will then lie on the contrary Side, the Spe¬
culum V B G will become concave, and in the Theo¬ Fig, 10c
rem above, r must have a negative Sign, which then will
be —
2a —r —Jf —V F , which shews that in concave
Mirrours , when d is less than ^ r , that is, when A V is
less than 1 CV , the Focus/will be affirmative, or on
the fame Side as before ; or the Ray A B will before'

B 4

flected

8

Optics.
Diverging

Rays .

Parallel Rays are such ag

in their Progress keep always an equal Dis¬
tance
flected st B into B K as. if it came from a Point F be¬
hind the Speculum.
18. When d ~ i r, or A V = { C V , then is the
I‘ ocus F at an infinite Distance, the Theorem then being;
—dr
—f\ so that in this Cafe all the Rays A B will

be reflected parallel to the Axis , as B K. But when d
is greater than ~ r , then the Focus f will be negative,
or it will be —-— - — — f. Wherefore
in this Cafe
2d-— r
J
the Focus F will be on the fame Side with the Radi¬
ant A.
19. Lastly, when d. ~ r, then alsof —r that
;
is,
if the Radiant A be placed in the Centre C, the Focus
F will be there too ; or, in other Words , Rays pro¬
ceeding from the Centre will be reflected back upon them¬
selves.
20. On the contrary , (in all these Cafes) converging
Rays K J3 are reflected

to a Point

in the Axis less dil—

tant than J CV , or half the Radius . Parallel Rays
7sB are reflected to that Point F of the Axis where FV
— I C V . This will therefore be the Burning Point of
the Sun's Rays, and is the Solar Focus above mentioned.
Diverging Rays have their Focus at a Distance from the
Vertex V, greater than half the Radius C V.
21. IfVBG be an Ellipsis, Hyperbola, or Para¬
bola, the Theorem is found in the fame Manner to be
— dp

—j - —f — m concave Speculums of this Sort ; and
all that has been said with respect to d and f r in the
spherical Speculums, is true of d and i p in these. Thus
when cl— ? p, the Rays will be reflected parallel to the
Axis '; and on the other hand, parallel Rays will be re¬
flected to a Point in the Axis whose Distance from the
Vertex V is { p. Thus the Sun’s Rays are collected at
the Distance of one Fourth Part of the Parameter ip(
I

each

. t
g.Tol
H

Optics

.

tance from each other ,
as ABDC; uch
^
Plate
as are the Sun ’s Rays ,
in their natural tate,

9

each Section) from the
ing Point, we fee the Vertex ; and as this is the Burn¬
Focus of those Curves. Propriety of its being called MS
„
2? . As within the
Curve of an Ellipsis Vb t H .
are two of those Focus ’s,
there Plate
’tis
diant A be in one Focus , observable, that if the Ka- XL1II.
the Rays will be
the other at F ,
wherever the Point B be reflected to f jg
taken intne
Perimeter of the

Ellipse. For in this Cafe
V v, —- <?
A ‘u~ x,AP = y ~
— *, and F V - Kvip, ({ox? ? = p) A V = d = a
- f - — * ,- therefore
a — x, and — x for d
and — f, in the Equationwriting
above,
we (hall have — — — — — x, and so 4
a
x■ 4
4 a —4 -rx x — p a , or a x —
a p a, which is the
xx
known
Property of the Ellipsis.
22. And the fame
Foci of the two oppositething holds with respect to the
Hyperbola’s V B and
if the Radiant be in
; tor
the
will be so reflected into Focus A of one, any Ray A U Fig . L.
B K , as if it came
from tne
Focus F to the opposite
Hyperbola v Z>, as is evident in
the Figure . In the
V B G , if the Radiant
placed in the Focus AParabola
be
,
the
reHccted
Rays B K ,
to the other Focus at an
Fig - Zinfinite Distance, willtending
be all
parallel to the Axis V C ,
agreeable to what is said
above, Article 21.
dr
24. If we resolve the
Equation —7 ~ si._ into
,
r
an Analogy,
f
2
d
we (hall discover that the
Axis of
rpur is.divided
harmonically in the Points V , F ,theMirC , and
. ; or that A is A V :
:: VF : FC . For
tng it to be so, we haveAC
supposd ;d ± r
f : r ir f, which
gives us the above
Theorems 2
in the con*
cist-—r =r
d)
vex Speculum ; and
2 'd~ —f, in the Concave. This
curious

lo

Optics*
with respect to Sense.
Converging Rays
are such as in their Progress approach
nearer
curious Property of Speculums was first discovered by
the late Mr . Ditton.
25. We now proceed to apply this Method to Diop¬
tric Problems
, that is, to find the Focus of Rays refrac¬
ted through any Sort of Lenses. To this End we must
recollect, that in Article 8 . we had mdf — mdr — nrf
-\ -ndf ,- whence deduce this other Equation——
f AC
VF
J
y. la~Or
—X
VTT
AV ) which in Words in thus expressed:

Plate
XLIII.
Fig . 4.

’The Ratio of the Sine of Incidence to the Sine of Refrac¬
tion is compounded of the Ratio of the Distances of the
Foci A and F from the Centre C , and of the Ratio of their
Distances from the Vertex V.
26. If then we consider B bin( the double convex
Lens V D v) as a converging Ray refracted from Glass
into Air, we shall find the Distance vf, at which the
refracted Ray b f shall intersect the Axis of the Lens , by

the Rule in Article 25 .

Only here we must consider,

that the Point A will be negative, or on the fame Side
with the Focus f, viz at A . And as the Refraction is
out of Glass into Air , we must use the Ratio — instead
m
m
fV
of
» then —
m t:= stfc
Av'
27. Let the Thickness of the Lens be V v — t, and
vf also
let the Radius of the second Surface be

<i ~ ' .,a m lL=
£+S-— x
m
f

-J- r

whence f —

nfr — nf t— ntr _
— vf the focal Distance required.
mf — »U + » r—nf
But if the Thickness t be inconsiderable, as it commonly
»f r
is, it may be neglected, and then f —
mf -fmc — nf 3

whence

II
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rearer and nearer to each
other , all of
them tending jtowards a
certain Point F,
■where
whencef—
nx

mf r
mi

Equation reduced give? f - ^

m d-

pidr
nd — nr
dr xr
nn ut
.

which
_

Z- nrdJrmdx— ndr— nrx'
*t
,
i dr x
and putting ——^ = ?,
we haves *- -sJ + ~dT
— qrt’
But in Glass,* 9 = 2 ;
and if we suppose the
dr _ Lensc
equally convex, or r — r, we
have f — ^ r — v *
the focal Distance of
the Ray A B after passing
the Lens, as required.
through
28. If d be infinite,
,, ,
then r —
therefore paralle
Rays , or the Sun- Beams,
Whose Distances from thewill be collected in a Point ,
Lens is equal to the Radius
2 ™If one’ of the
Radii r , r, be infinite, the
Lens
will be a Plano- Convex,
and f — ; and for patallel Rays where d is
infinite, f zz 2 r.
30. If both the Radii be
infinite, the Lens then is no
other than a plain Glass
terminated by two parallel 01 es,
andtheFocus f willbeatan
infinite Distance for paral¬
lel Rays, or they will
be
parallel after Refraction as
fhey were before.
31. If one Radius r be
gative, then will the Lensinfinite, and the other r ne¬
be a Plano- Concave;
men
will theTheorembe ^
—

Plate

XLII1.
Fig. 5Fig. 6.

Fig . 7.

Fig . 8.

j-= f, which is
therefore ne*
gative, or the Rays proceed
diverging after Refraction.
. >
— 2 dr
When d is infinite, the
Theorem is - ^— = ' A
— f, or parallel Rays
diverge from a Point F , at
Distance of twice the Radius
the
of Concavity.
32. If both of the Radii
be negative, the Lens
be¬ Fig. 9*
comes a Double Concave;
and if d be infinite,

■12

o

p t

i c s,

where they all unite ; as the Rays of the
Sun collected by a Glass, as CDF . Di¬
verging
dr
r ~r, the Theorem then is — -Radii equal,
d— r
dr
—
■— fy io that parallel Rays, or the
Sun-Beams, are so refracted through a double and
equally concave Lens , as if they proceeded from a Point
f at the Distance of the Radius of Concavity from the
Vertex of the Lens.
Rlate
33. If one of the Radii, as r, be affirmative, and
1XLIII. the other negative, the Lens becomes a Meniscus,
•2 r r
2 drr
jig . io. and the Theorem then is
f
d r - •d r
r—r
which shews that when r — r , and d is infinite, the
Focus f is at an infinite Distance, or the Rays are pa¬
rallel after Refraction as before, as in the Cafe of a
Watch Glass. If
r be greater than r, or the Conca¬
vity less than the Convexity , the Focus swill be affir¬
mative, or Parallel Rays will be converged to a real
Focus ; but if r be less than r , the Focus f will be
negative, or parallel Rays will proceed divemno - after
Refraction .
°
34. We ,now proceed to determine the Position,
Magnitude , Form , ISc. of the Images of Objects
formed by Mirrours and Lenses, having first premised,
that the Image of an Object always appears in the
Place from whence the Rays diverge after Reflection
or Refraction ; or in other V/ords , the Image appears
in that Place, which we have hitherto called the Fo¬
cus of the Rays . This Sir Isaac Netvton has delivered
as an Axiom, as being very evident, because the Spe¬
fir'
cies, or several Points of the Image of an Object , are
•brought to the Lye by the reflected' or refracted Rays.
35. Let A V G be a reflected Speculum, C its Cen¬
Fig. II,
tre, V B its Axis, F the solar Focus 3 and let O B be
J2,
an Object at the Distance V B ; through the Centre C
draw O A, which as it is perpendicular to the Specu¬
lum

Optics.

i3

Merging Rays

are those which
proceed from
a Point , as F , and
in their Progress re¬
cede

lum will be reflected back
upon itself, and therefore
the
proper Focus of
Point O will be in the
and that of the the
Line
A
O,
Point B in the Line or
Axis B V.
Those focal Points are
easily found, thus :
Draw O V
and V D making equal
also draw B A, and A Angles, with the Axis V B 5
the Axis O A ■ then {E , making equal Angles with
hall those two refracted
Rays
y D and A E intersect
in the Points M and I , the Perpendiculars O A and B V
cal Points where the which will therefore be the fo¬
of the extreme
Points O and B will Representation
be made ; and
the Points between O
consequently
all
and B will. be
represented be¬
tween M and I , and
the true Representation therefore the Line I M will be
or
36. Hence also ’tis easy Image of the Object O B.
to observe, that the
of the Object O B is
Position
inverted in the Image I M
, and
Consequently the same Parts of
the
are on contrary Sides
and Image
of the Axis in Object
a concave
where the Rays have a
,
real Focus , or form Alirrour
a real Image : But in a convex
Mirrour, where the
no real but an
imaginary Focus , or form Rays have
not a real
but an apparent Image,
no such Inversion can
but the Object and
Image both appear in an happen,
sition, as is easy to
erect Po¬
understand from the Figure,
37. Again ; the Object
and Image are
or may be taken the
commutable,
one for the other in the
T hus if O B be the
Schemes,
Object , then I M will
be its
Image ; but supposing I M
the Object , then will O
be its Image.
B
38. Hence aR
also it appears, that
if I M represent an
Object placed
a convex Mirrour
tex V than thebefore
hearer 1.0 toe £*
Solar Focus F , the Rays
will be so re
flected as to form an
apparent Image O B bemn
t. e
Speculum ; and this Cafe will
be every way trw
with that of the convex
ame
Speculum reversed.
39. It is farther
obvious, that the Ooject O
L
Image IM subtends equal
Angles, both at the Ver ex
V and Center C of
the Mirrour , whether
concave
convexor;

Plate
XLIH.
Fig . Ili
Fig .'

12 .
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.&

ccde from One another towards the Parts

GE,
The

(T~

convex ; for at the Vertex the Object G B subtends
the Angle OVB = B V D or IV M , which the Itnage subtends, (by Art. 35 .) And at the Center C»
the Angles OCB and I C M , under which the Object
and Image appear, are equal, as is evident by Inspection,
they being vertical to each other.
40 . Therefore the Triangles OVB and IVM , also
the Triangles OCB and I CM , are similar, as having
all their Angles respectively equal ; therefore we have
OB : IM
VB : VI ; also OB ; IM :: BC : IC.
That is, the Lengths of the Object and Image are pro¬
portional to the Distances from the Vertex or Center
of the Speculum.
41 . Hence in Symbols (putting O = Object,
and I — Image ) we have O - I .. d whence
;/ ;
Id
.
dr
.
_ T
=
/
j; therefore O ; I :: 2 d — r : r.
O
J 2= - d—r
Wherefore , by having given the Radius of the Specu¬
lum , you may place the Object at such a Distance,
that it shall bear any given Proportion to its Image,
as that of m to n for
;
then , since m : n 2:: d — r : r,
we have mrz =. %dn — r «,
and mr -\ - rn z- %dn-y con¬
sequently, d = r X ——— for a concave Speculum, and
2n
d = rX

for a convex one.
2n
42 . From hence it is manifest, no Object can be
magnified by a convex Speculum ; for, because in that
Case n is greater than m, r X
2 n would be a negative Quantity , and so d would have a negative Value,
which is impossible. And when fn then
—
d—0
or the Object and Image are then only equal, when
they coincide at the Vertex of the concave Mirrour.
43 . In a concave Mirrour , while m is greater than *,
it

Optics
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The Point F, where
the Rays are col¬
lected, is call’d the
Focus, or burningPoint,
be-
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it is plain the
d of the Object is
the Radius r ofDiftance
greater than
the Mirrour . But
when m w
“ , then.
d tz r ; or the
Object
and Image are
ter of the Mirrour .
equal
in
When m is less than «, the Cen¬
or the Ob¬
ject is magnified,
then d is less than r.
be done two
Now
this may
different Ways in a
concave Speculum, ;
lor n may be
affirmative, or the Image
real and form d —p
before the Glass,
then d - rX
or 2 n ;
« may be
negative, or the Image
only apparent and
represented
behind the Mirrour ,
then d — rX - - —;
*
n which
Case, his plain, the
Object
cannot be
la% , if n be
infinite in respect of m, diminish’d . But
a *r~ 2 d, that
then r n — 1 a n,
is, d
placed in the Solar - k r. Or when the Object is
infinite Distance, andFocus , the Image is form ’d at an
44 . Such are the infinitely large.
Plate
Theorems for Specula;
Lenses are
thole tor XLIIL
after a like Manner .
be a doubleraised
For let G V A
and
or C V the Radiusequally convex Lens ; C its Center
,
of Convexity -r
,- OB an Object, Fig . 13
£ V its Distance (
in the Axis of the
Lens ) ~ d, I M
the Image, and FV
—/ , the focal
it is formed.
Distance
at which
Then
as
the
Point E
i* form’d in the
Point F in the Axisin the Object
of the direct
double Pencil
Rays EGFA , so the
form’d at M inof the
Point
O will be
Axis of the Pencil
stnce these two Axes
cross each other in OGMA ; and
the Middle of
the Lens at V ,
therefore the Points O
the fame Reason)
and
M , and ( tor
°f the Axis E F , B and I , will be on contrary Sides
and consequently
the Image in re¬
spect of the Object
is inverted.
45- Because the
Angles O V B and IV
M
being vertical, the
Object and Image haveare equal,
apparent Magnitude if
the tame
Lens V ; and are in view ’d from the Vertex of the
Proportion
to
each
Distances from the Lens ,
as tneir
that is, OR ; iM other
-v: VE : VF.
46 , Hence,
L

i6
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because there the Sun ’s Rays , being united
within a very small Compass or Circle, are
great46 . Hence, if ( as before) we make OB : IM :: M :
, .
,
nd
dr
n :: d we
; J/ ,
m nave — —Jf d— —-—r ; whence m ; n: :
d—r r: ; and so mr := dn — r or
«,
m r f- - r n —d n ;
wherefore d — r X - n . If m — n, then 2 r — d\
and if n be infinite in respect to m, r ~ d. And if n be
negative, or on the fame Side of the Lens with the
Object
—- n —,
shews the Object
J , then d — r X which
in that Cafe is always magnified.
47 . If the Lens be a single or double Concave, the
Rays cannot be converged to a Focus, ( as is manifest
from Art. 32 . ) and consequently no real Image can be
form’d, but only an imaginary one ; and because it is
-

in this Cafe d — r X then d —rX -s

jyi -

n

yi

, ’tis plain when m = tt

, that is, the Image can only be

equal to the Object when they coincide at the Lens.
48 . The Form of the Image IFM is not a right or
strait Line , but a Curve ; for let V E = d, V F —f,
and VO

— d, VM = f ; then since d—r
— —/, and
dr
dr
but if
<1— r ~ f, we have f f: ::
" d—r d—
’
r
IFM were a Right Line , it would bey : f :: d : d. Nei¬
ther is the Image of a circular Form , unless the Ob¬
ject be so ; because in that Casef =
f , which cannot
be hut when d ~ d , or V E — V O 5 so that if the,
Object he the Arch of a Circle , the Image will be the
Arch of a Circle concentric with the Object , or else of
a Conic Section, as before observed of Images form’d
by Mirrours , Art. 36 . '
49 . If the Object be a Surface, the Image will be a
Surface similar thereto j and since Surfaces are in duplicat#
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greatly constipated and
^vbich means their Action condensed, by
or Heat is proportionably
plicate Proportion of their
like Sides, ( Jnnd . ll : Art.
therefore m : n O
:: B1 IM
:
% in this Cafe. And if 3.)
the
Object be a Solid, the Image
will be a similar Solid,
they will be in the
and
triplicate
logous Sides ; whence m : n Proportion of their homo¬
3:IM 3.
50. Though Speculums OB
and
Lenses
are of most general Use in Optics, yet it
'
will be neceflary to
constder the
Property of a Gkbe or Sphere
, as also of an
phere, with respect to
Hemif- p] ate
their Power of
converging the XLIIL
■Rays of Light to a
Focus . If therefore in the
tem of Art. we
Theo ^
put i
2 r — Diameter of
the
Globes and because r — r,
we shall have - 2 d —^r
——the
Focus of diverging Rays ; and when d is infinite, the Theorem is— - — —
Vf.
2 d: —
1 ~ Jf ~V f. Therefore a Globe of Glass
will converge the Rays
of the
Sun to a Focus at the
Distance of half the Radius.
51. But in cafe the
Globe be Water ,
aforesaid Theorem we
in the
have m — 4 , n — 3then
, and the
test as before ; then
by Reduction it will
dr — 2 r f
become
—y , for diverging Rays ;
and for paraldr
lei Rays , where d is
infinite, we have — ~r ~ f. iust
. .
j
d
twice as large as in Glass.
J
Q-P2 '. I s1 an
hide
is turn ’dHemisphere
of Glass, when. the
towards the
convex
Radiant , having r infinite,
and t the Theorem Will
become
3 d —6r = f,
the focal Distance of
but
for parallel
diverging Rays
4
dr
4
_
b
Rays it becomes

3d
3
53- If the plane Side of
towards the Radiant , the the Hemisphere be turned
Theorem for diverging Rays
Vot . III.
S
■
wdl
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portionably increased, and therefore Ob¬
jects posited in that Point will be greatly
heated , burnt , or melted.
Of
will be ^
b •

^ 1r = f .• and for Darallel Ravs - —
2

—r= %r —si which is — r greater than before
54. In an Hemisphere of Water , the convex Part
9 dr — grr
- — —s ;
being towards the Radiant , we have
and for parallel Rays it isBut

if the

Radiant be opposed to the plane Side,, then 3 r
greater by f r than before.
55 . We have hitherto considered the Property of
spherical Bodies only , with respect to their Power of re¬
fracting a Ray of Light ; let us now consider the Na¬
ture of Refraction in Bodies whose Figures are derived
from the Curves of the Conic Sessions. In order to this,
let DBKC be an Ellipsis, DK its transverse Axis,
XLIII . H , I , its two Foci , and A B a Ray of Light parallel to
Fig * 16. the Axis be incident on the Point B. Let BE be a Tan¬
gent in the said Point , and L G drawn perpendicular
to the Tangent through the Point B ; join H B and IB;
make A B = I B, and from the Points A and I let fall
the Perpendiculars AL , I G , on the Line L G ; pro¬
duce I B to O , and draw H O parallel to L G.
56. Then in the similar Right -angled Triangles
ALB , ING , we have AL : I G :: A B : N I :: I B :
NI , because AB it: IB . But IB : N I :: I O : I H,
because of the similar Triangles B N I and O Id I . Again,
the Angle IdBG —GBI from the Nature of the Curve;
( = H B G.) = B H O j
= HOB
whence GBI
therefore the Triangle HBO is Isosceles, or BH =
BO . But I B -j- B Id “ I) K , per Conks; therefore

IB
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Of Glasses there are two Kinds , viz.
Mirrours, and Lenses. A Minnows or Specu¬
lum is that , which from one polished Sur¬
face reflects the Rays of Light ; and these
are either Convex, Concave, or P lane^ as will
be shewn. A Lens is any transparent or
diaphanous Body , as Glass, Cryflal, Wat er>
dec. through which the Rays of Light do
freely pass, and is of a proper form to col¬
lect or disperse them . Of these there are se¬
veral Species, as a Plane Lens , a Plano - Con¬
vex, Plano- Concave, Double- Convex, DoubleConcave; and Meniscus.
IB + BO = IO = DK . Consequently, AL : I G
{ :•. IB : NI :: I O : IH ) :: DK : I H.
57, Since L G is perpendicular to the Tangent or
Curve in the Point B, ’tis evident that AL is the bine
of Incidence, and I G the Sine of Refraction to the
Radius A B = B I . If therefore a Solid be- generated
by the Revolution of an Ellipsis about its Axis , wine
Ellipsis has its transverse Axis D K to the Distance be¬
tween the Foci in the Ratio of the Sine of Incidence to
that of Refraction ; then parallel Rays A B, falling on
every Point B of its Surface, will he refracted to the' re¬
mote Focus I ,
-j
58. After the fame Manner we proceed for the Hy¬
perbolic Conoid; but as Lenses made of these Forms are
extremely difficult to work, and are likely never to be
of Use (since the great Defect of these Glasses is ow¬
ing to quite a different Cause, as we shall shew in the
next Annotation) I shall say no more of them here, but
refer the inquisitive Reader to the Dioptrics of M . Des
Cartes, who treats largely of this Subject.
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now consider the different Pro-*
perties and Effects of these Glasses in re¬
flecting and refracting the Sun ’s Light , and
forming the ' Images of Objects : And this
all depends (in Resection of Light) on that
fundamental Law , 'I ’hat the Angle of Inci¬
dence is equal to the Angle of RefleSlion.
Let EH be a concave Mirrour, - V its
Vertex , and C the Centre of its Concavity ✓
Let A be a Ray of the Sun ’s Light inci¬
dent on the Point E , and draw E C, which
will be perpendicular to the .Mirrour in the
Point E ; make the Angle CEF equal to the
Angle A E C, then shall E E be the reflected
Ray , Thus also H F will be the reflected
Ray of the incident one D H , at an equal
t shall

Plate

Distance

on ' the

other

Side - of the

Axis

B V.
now the Points E and H be taken
Very near the Vertex ' V , we shall have E E,
or H F, very nearly equal to F V ; but
EF — FC ; therefore FV = EC = |CV,
That is, the Focal Distance F V of parallel
Fays will be at the Difance of half the Ra¬
of the Concavity of the Mirrour *
*
diusCV
from the Vertex V , in the Axis B V.
If

Fig, 6,

After

the fame Manner , a. convex Mir¬

is strewn to reflect the Rays AE , DH,
into EF , IIF , as if they came diverging
from

rour

Optics.
from a Point P in the Axis CV , which is
half the Radius C V distant from the Ver¬
tex V . But since the Rays do not actually
come at, or from the Focus f it is called
the Imaginary or Virtual Focus.
Parallel
Rays falling directly on a
plane Speculum are reflected back upon them¬

selves ; if they fall obliquely , they are re¬
jected in the fame Angle , and parallel as
they fell . Hence there is no such Thing,
properly speaking , as a Focus belonging
to a plane Speculum, neither real nor vir¬
tual.

The Focus F, or f of parallel Rays, is
Called the Solar Focus ; because in that the
Image of the Sun is formed , and of all Ob¬
jects very remote . But the Focus of any
Object situated near the Mirrour will have
hs Distance from the Vertex more or less
than half the Radius : The Rule in all
Oases being as follows :
Multiply the Distance of the ObjeSl into the
Radius of the Mirrour ^ and divide that Pro duSl by the Sum of the Radius and twice the
Dijlance of the Object ; the Quotient will be
the Focal Dijlance of a Convex Mirrour f
Again ; for a Concave Mirrour, the fame
Product of the Radius into the Difance of the
Cbjetl ^ divided by the Difference of Radius

C 3
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and twice the Distance of the ObjeSt, will
give the Focal Distance V F orVf And
here we are to observe, that as twice the
Distance of the Object is lesser or greater
than the Radius , so the Focus will be posttive or negative , that is, behind the Glass
or before it.
The Image of every Object is formed in
the Focus proper to its Distance : And since
the Writers on Optics demonstrate , that the .
Plate
Angles under which the Objebl O B and its
5sL VIII.
Pi§. 7- Image IM are seen from the Centre or Ver¬
tex of the Mirrour C are always equal ; it
follows , that the Image I M will be always
in Proportion to the Object OB , as the
Focal Distance V F to the Object ’s Distance ,
GV.
The

Position

of the

Object

will

be al¬

ways erect at a positive Focus, or behind the
Speculum; diminished by a convex , and mag¬
nified by a concave one. Hence , since a
convex has but one, viz. an affirmative Fo¬
cus ;so
it can never magnify any Object,
howsoever posited before it.
The Position of the Image in a negative
Focus, or that before the Glass, will be
ever inverted ; and if nearer the Vertex
than the Centre C, it will be less ; if far¬
ther from it, it will be greater than the
Object -

j
j
j
1
|
°
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Object ; but in the Centre it will be equal
to the Object , and seem to touch it.
The Image formed by a plane Speculum is
erect ; large as the Life ; at the fame appa¬
rent Distance behind the Glass, as the Ob¬
ject is before it ; and on the fame Side o
the Glass with the Object . These Proper¬
ties render this Sort of Mirrour of most
common Use, viz. as a Looking -Glass.
If the Rays fall directly , or nearly so,
on a plane Mirrour , and the Object be
opake , there will be but one Jingle Image
formed, or at least be visible ; and that by
the second Surface of the Speculum, and not
by the first, through which the Rays do
most of them pass.

Rut if the Object be luminous, and the
Rays fall very obliquely on the Speculum,
there will be more than one Image form d,
to an Eye placed in a proper Position to
view them . The first Image being form d
by the first Surface will not be so bright
as the second, which is formed by the se¬
cond Surface . The third , fourth , &c.
Images are produced by several Reflections
of the Rays between the two Surfaces of
the Speculum; and since some Light is lost
by each Reflection , the Images from the
second will appear still more faint and obC 4
scure*
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scure, to the eighth , ninth , or tenth , which
can scarcely be discerned at all.
We proceed now to Lenses ; and here,
since all Vision by them is effected by the
Refraction of Rays through their Substance,
it will be too intricate an Affair to shew
the particular Manner how Rays are col¬
lected by them to their several Focus’s : It
must suffice only to say, Lhat parallel Rays
are refracted through a plano - convex Lens to
a Point or Focus , which is the Diameter of
the Sphere of its Convexity diftant from it :
That
the fame Rays are collected by a
double and equally convex Lens in a Point
which is the Centre of the Sphere of its Con¬
vexity :
That
parallel Rays are refracted through
a plano - concave Lens , in such a manner as tho y
they came from a Point diflant from it by the
Diameter of its Concavity;

And

that

the fame Rays are refraBed

through a double and equally Concave Lens , in
such manner as though they proceeded from a
Point which is the Centre of the Concavity.

And in case of a double and equally
convex Lens , we have this general Rule
for finding the Focus of Rays universally,
be the Distance of the Object and Radius
of Convexity what it will , viz.
Multiply

Optics.
Multiply the Dijlance of the Objehf by the
Radius of Convexity, and divide that Pno u
by the Difference of the said Distance
and
,dius; the Quotient will be the Dijlance of t £
Focus required.

Hence , if the Distance of the Object
be greater than the Pvadius, the hocus
will

be affirmative, or behind the Dens ; the
Image will be inverted, and diminished
in Proportion of its Distance to the Di tance of the Object.
Again ; if the Distance of the Object

be less than the Radius, the hocus wist be
negative, or on the fame Side of the Lens
as the Object ; and the Image wnl be
mag¬
nified, and in an erect Position,
If the Distance be equal to the Radius*

the hocus will be at an. infinite Distancethat is, the Rays, after Refraction, viiU
proceed parallel, and will therefore enlighten
Bodies at a vast Distance. Hence the Com?
trivance of the Dark Rant horn for this Purpose.
Lastly
: If the Distance of the Object
he equal to twice the Radius, then will the
Distance of the hocus and Image he equa

to the Distance of the Object ; and conse¬
quently the Image will he equal in Mag¬
nitude to the Object, but inverted. Hence
the Use of these Lenses to Painters, and
Praugnt-
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Draught -Men in general who have often
Occasion for - the Images of Objects as
large as the Life , to delineate or draw
from.
As to Plano -concaves, they , having no
real Focus, form no Images of Objects ;
so that we shall pass them to proceed to the
Structure of the Eye , the Manner of per¬
forming Vision therein , the several Defects
thereof , and how remedied by Glasses;
which will be illustrated by the Dissection
of a natural Eye, and exemplified by an
artificial one.
The Eye is the noble Organ of Sight or
consists of various Coats and
Vision: It
Humours , of which there are Three re¬
markable , ML. (i .) The Aqueous or Watry
Humour , which lies immediately under the
Cornea end makes the Eye globular before.
(2.) The Vitreous Humour , which is by
much the greatest Quantity , filling the
Cavity of the Eye , and giving it the Form
of a Globe or Sphere , (z.) The Cryjlallin?
Humour, situated between the other two,
near the Fore-part of the Eye , and is the
immediate Instrument of Sight ; for being
of a lenticular Form , it converges the Rays,
which pass through the Pupil , to a Focus
on the Bottom of the Eye , where ,the Images
ot
L
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of external Objects are by that means form d
and represented (CXXVI ). Over
(CXXVI ) i .

Ib

order to exhibit a just Idea of the

true Theory of Vision, I shall here give a more exact and
particular Description of the Eye and of its several

Parts , with an Account or Calculation of the various
Refractions of the Rays of Light through the several
Humours , for forming the Images of Objects on the
Retina at the Bottom of the Eye.

2. To this End I have here represented a section
of the Human Eye in its true or natural Magnitu e,
which consists of two Segments of two different opheies*
viz. one larger, as BNB, and a lesser, BIB. Thp
p] ate
larger Segment consists of three Tunics or Coats , or XL ^ A
which the outmost is of a hard , thick , white , opake
17.
Substance,
called
Sclerotica, as BNB.
this
is another
thinthe
, soft,
and blackish Tunic , cai ej
the Choroida;which serves as it were for a Lining to
the other, or rather as a delicate Stratum for the thir
Tunic called thz Retina, which is a curious hne Ex¬
pansion of the Optic Nerve Y Z over all the larger Seg¬
ment of the Eye , every Way to BB.
3. The lesser Segment consists of one Coat or Tunic,
called the Cornea, as resembling a Piece of transparent
Horn ; this is more convex than the other , and is de¬
noted hyBIB. Within this Coat , at a small Distance,
>
b placed a circular Diaphragm , as B 0, B 0, called the
TJvea, or Iris , because of the different Colours it has
1in
different Eyes. In this is a round Hole in the Middle
?
called the Pupil as 0 s, which in some Creatures is of a
different Figure , viz. oblong , as in Cows, Cats , LA.
'
4- As the Cornea, by its ' Transparency , admits the.
J
Light to enter the Eye , so the Pupil is destined to rer gulate
the Quantity of the Rays that ought to enter
3 the
interior Part of the Eye for rendering V ision distinfj,
j
and the Images of Objects properly illumined . Eo this
g
Purpose it is composed of two Sets of muscular I ibres,
Viz, one of a circular Form , which , by corrugating,
5iitract £°
or diminish the Pupil ; and the other is an An£
'
f ■
nuius
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Over all the Bottom of the Eye is spread
a very fine and curious Membrane call’4
the
nulus of radial Fibres , tending every where from the
Circumference B B of the Uvea to the Centre of the
Pupil , which , by contracting , dilate and enlarge the
Pupil of the Eye.
5* Immediately within the Uvea is another Annulus
of radial Fibres , which on the extreme Part is every
where connected with the Cornea, where it joins the
Sclerotica at B B ; and on the other Circumference it
is connected with the anterior Part of the Capfala in¬
cluding the Crystalline Humour ; and is called the Ligamentum Ciliare, and sometimes the Procejfus Ciliares?
and is denoted by B a, B a.
x
6. The Bulk or Body of the Eye is made up of three
Substances, commonly called Humours, viz. the Aqueous,
the Crystalline, and the Vitreous. The
Aqueous Humour
is properly so called, being every Way like Water , in
j-espect of its Consistence, Limpidity , specific Gravity,
and refractive Power . It is contained between the Corpea and the Ligamentum Ciliare, as BIB a a B . This
Humour gives the protuberant Figure to the Cornea,
which makes the first Refraction of the Rays of Light,
7. The second Humour ( improperly so call'd) is the
Crystalline, having its Name from resembling Crystal in
Clearness and Transparency . It is denoted by G K.H L,
and is in Form of a thick Lens unequally convex, whose
anterior Surface G K His the Segment of a larger Sphere,
and its posterior Surface GLH the Segment of a lesser.
This Humour is of a solid Consistence, and very little
exceeds the specific Gravity of Water , viz. in the Pro¬
portion of 11 to 10 nearly , as I have often found by
Experiment . It is contained within a most delicate
I unic or Capsula, called Arachnoides, every where
pellucid as the Crystalline itself.
8. The third Humour is the Vitreous(
being clear as
Glass) and is largest of all in Quantity , filling Sie whole
Orb of the Fye B M B, and giving it a globular Shape.
This
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the Retina, which is an Expansion of the
Optic Nerve upon
:
which the Images o
■
Objects
This Humour is exactly lite the White of ah Egg , and
hut a little exceeds the specific Gravity and retractive
Power
of Water .
' ions oc ^
9- We
proceed now to give the Dimen
Eye and its several Parts (.in order for Ca cu a !°n)
they have been determined by actual Mea uremen
great Number of human Eyes with the greatest Care
and Exactness.- These Measures are express a m t enr.
hf an Inch , as follows.

tenths -

The Diameter of the Eye from Out -1 _
•
fide to Outside, taken at a Mean r
IN
9’dfrom fix adult Eyes, — —■ '
_
..
The Radius of Convexity of th eCortted, BIB
3’3
The Radius of Convexity of the ^ terior
Surface- six
of Eyes,
the Crystalline,
JGKH
from twenty
—■

Qg £
- 3-3^-

the Radius of Convexity of the hm - |
der Surface, from the fame Eyes, VG E H —
. at a Mean , - —}
the Thickness of the Crystalline , i
from the fame Eyes, — — 3

K y -- 1,8525-

‘The Thickness of the Cornea and 1
IK = X,° 35^
Aqueous Humour together , — 1
. ■■
10, Moreover, it is found by Experiment , t a
Ratio of Refraction at the Cornea I is as 4 to 3, oei g
the fame with that of Air into Water ; t e a.i
Refraction at K as 13 to 12, and at L as 12 o 3*
These Things premised, let A X be the Axis
Eye, and ED a Ray parallel thereto , and incld.cnt °
the Cornea very near it at Q ; we are to deterrm
Foci of the several Refractions of this Ray at 11- \
»al xiSurfaces
I , KFocus
, and Lis . determined, by
, the
, Theorei
,r , mrf,,K
. The first

,.
tm
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Objects being painted and impress ’dr they
are by that means eonvey ’d to the Common
Sensory
posing all behind the Cornea BIB were the aqueous
Humour continued , then since in this Cafe m — 4, n==
3, r~ 3,3294 , and d is infinite, we have f= 4 r =
13,3x76 — I Q_, the focal Distance from I by the first
Refraction.
12. The Ray tending by this Means from D to Q,
falls converging On the anterior Surface of the Crystal¬
line Humour at S. We must now find the Focus of
the converging Ray D S refracted through a Medium
every where the fame with the Crystalline Humour.
This we do by the fame Theorem ; for at K we have
m : n 13
::
: 12, and r — 3,308 and I Q^—r IK = :
12,28x8 = K Qjzzd, the Distance of the Radiant Q_
from the Point K ; but d is in this Cafe negative, or —
, ,
.
—mdr
,
d,and
.
the Theorem is — —= / = 10,00
1— md -f- dn — nr
= K P, the new focal Distance from K , by the second
Refraction.
13. The Ray converging from S to P is intercepted
by the hinder Surface of the Crystalline at T , and meet¬
ing there with a Medium of different Density, and a
concave Surface, is again refracted by it ; and here we
have m : n 12
::
: 13, ( by Art. 10 . ) also the Radius f
is negative, as well as d ; and here it is — r — 2,5056,
and — d - KY — KL = LP = 8,3Ij therefore the
t -u
™dr 12
dr *
_ —
Theorem is ————-- —— ~r ~,= / = LM
— ?nd -\ - nd
nr j » - - 13 r
— 6,112 , the last focal Distance required.
14. The Point M therefore is that in which parallel
Rays ED are collected within the Eye, and where the
Images of remote Objects are formed. The Distance
of this Point from the Cornea isIM — IK -f- KL -jLM= 1,036 + 1,852 + 6,112 = 9. ThenIN
—
IM 9,4
=
— 9 = 0,4 = N M . Now ' the Thickness
of the Sclerotica is by the Micrometer found to be very
nearly 0,25 ; then 0,4 — 0,25 = 0,15 ; which is much
about
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in the Brain, -where the Mind \ iews

and contemplates

their Ideas ; hut t us in.

ra

Manner

about equal to the Thickness of the Choroides and Retina
together. Hence we fee the Forms and refractive rouse
of those several Humours are such as nicely converge fa
kl Rays to a Focus upon the Retina in the Bottom oj

^ 5. From hence it follows, that since parallel Rays

only have their Focus upon the Retina , they a

paint an Image there distinctly, or Produce a
Vision of an Object . If therefore the Object be
’
that the Rays from any particular Point come iv
&
to the Pupil , they will necessarily require a greaterUoca
Distance than IM , and therefore, as the Rays a
nnited upon the Retina , that Point cannot be
distinctly
represented,
but, will
16. Thus
appear
if AB , AB
fsss'
are two
parallel

f- 5p nrr Plate
XLIV.
upon the Pupilthough
of thereally
Eye, diverging,
then any oyet ■
«CB,CB
as the Point
.Point Fig . 1.
C , whence they proceed, is remote from the E >e, mey
will at the Entrance of the Eye be so nearly « 'wcid.
with the parallel Rays, as to have nearly the some focal
Point on the Retina • whence the Point t will there b
distinctly represented by c. But
if any other om
be viewed very near the Eye , so that the Ang
which they contain with the parallel Rays be veiycoi
stderable, they will after Refraction tend towards a l ome
/in the Axis of the Eye produced, and upon the e >
will represent only a circular indistinct Area like t n
«, whose Breadth is equal to a b, the Distance o
be
Rays
r- the
upon
- - Retina
■•
,mnfo
. The
LUC
The fame Point
ryetina
Point at
at D Will
wi not
be quite so much dilated and indistinct ; the Rays ; 5
D B, having a less Degree of Divergence .
•
17. It is found by Experience , that the neare
1•
of distinct Vision is about six Inches from the Eye ; 1™
if a Book be held nearer to the Eye than
^t e
ters and Lines will immediately become that,
contu .e
indistinct. Now this Cause of indistinct V ision may
in some measure

remedied, by lessening the 1 - ss S>

we
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c s.

a Manner too mysterious and abstruse fof
us to understand.

The
we naturally do in looking at near Objects , by contract¬
ing the annular Fibres of the Uvecr, and artificially, by
looking through a small Hole made with a Pin in a Card^
t3 c. for then a small Print may be read much nearer
than otherwise ; the Reason is plain, for the less th®
Diameter of the Aperture or Pupil B B, the less will the
Rays diverge in coining from D or E , or the more nearly
will they coincide with parallel Rays.
18. Besides the Contraction of the Pupil , Nature has
furnished the Eye with a Faculty of adapting the Con¬
formation of the several Parts to the respective Positions
Of Objects as they are nigh or more remote ; for this
Purpose, the Cornea is of an elastic yielding Substance,'
and the Crystalline is inclosed with a little Water in its
Capsula, that by the Contraction and Relaxation of th®
Ciliary Ligament,- the Convexity of both the Surfaces
of the Capsula may be a little alter’d, and perhaps tbS
Position of the Crystalline, by which means the Distance
from the Retina may be fitted and adjusted to nigh Ob¬
jects , so as to have their Images very distinctly formed
upon the Retina.
19. I have mentioned near Objects only, ( by which
I mean such as are near the Limit of distinct Vision, as
between six and a hundred InchesDistance ) because Ob¬
jects more remote require scarce any Change of the Con¬
formation of the Eye, the focal Distance in them vary¬
ing so very little . Thus suppose all the Refractions ok
the Eye were equivalent to that of a double and equally
convex Lens , whose Radius r — I Inch ; if then the
10, we should
Object were 10 Inches distant, or
to
dr
— — = o,iiiiz>
nave the focal Distance f
—r 9
Jd
and if another Object be distant 100 Inches , then d^
0, = 'xoioi . The Disse¬
99
fence between these two focal Distances is but 0,010 *’
too,

and=

ct —r

T.

J>fa*
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he Crystalline Humour is of such a Gon“Sxity
, that in a sound Stafce of the Eye its
Focus
viz.

the hundredth Part of an Inch , which the Eye can
If we go beyond this, suppose to an

easily provide for.

Object iooo Inches distant, we haves -Octooiooi , which is only a thousandth Part of an
Inch
less than the former, and is therefore inconsi¬
derable.
20. We have seen the natural Limit of distinct Vi¬
sion for near Obj efts we
;
shall now consider what the
Himit on the other hand may be for remote Ob] efts for
;
Ejects may appear indistinct and confused by being re¬
moved too far from the Eye, as well as when they are
t0° near it. And in this Cafe we find Objects will apPyar distinct so lon<r as their Parts are separate and dist¬
inct in the Image form’d on the Retina . Those Parts
be separate so long as the Axis of the Pencils of
st-ays which paint them are so at their Incidence on the
" ^tina • that is, so long as the Angle they contain is
d°t less than one Tenth of et Degree;for it is found by
Experience that Objects and their Parts become indistinct
^en the Angle they subtend at the Pupil of the Eye is
than that Quantity .
2*. Thus suppose OB be a Circle of an Inch Di¬ Plate
meter , st will appear distinct with its central Spot till XLIVj
rece de to the Distance of 6 Feet from it, and then
F ig. 2.
l comes
.
confused ; and if it be I of an Inch , it will
, egin to be confused at 12 Feet Distance , and so on ;
O
Cases thb Angle subtended at the Eye, w'z.
, " H, is about ^ of a Degree, or 6 Minutes . And
us all Objects , as they are bigger, appear distinct at
greater Distance ; a small Print will become confused,
at a less Distance than
_ .... a larger ; and in a Map of
{and the ' T
the Names of Places in small Letters become hrit
‘ngible
distj n(.-st where
lesnKlo
in Capitals
are verv
vlain and
and
l6
. . those —
—pitals are
very plain
Distance
these become
confused,
While th>^af a ,lgger
uo ■ —
ucuuiuc winui '-uj
Yot j | { VCla Counties appear
much
D well defined to agreater
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Focus falls precisely on the Retina , and
there paints the {Objects; and therefore Vi¬
sion

Plate
XLIV .
pig . 3.

fhr. 4 .

0 the

greater Distance . These also at last become so indis¬
tinct as not to be known one from another, when at
the same Time the whole Island preserves its Form very
distinctly to a very great Distance ; which may be so far
increased, that it also at last will appear but a confused
and unmeaning Spot.
22. We have seen the Causes of indistinct Vision in
the Objects, and shall now enquire what may produce
the fame in the Eye itself. And first it is to be observed,
that there is a proper Degree of Convexity in the Corned
K P L , and Crystalline ST , for converging parallel Rays
to a Focus on the Bottom of the Eye in a found State ;
hence every distant Object O B will have its Image IM
accurately depicted on the Retina, and by that means
produce distinct Vision.
23 . But if the Cornea KPL , or Crystalline ST , or
both , should chance to be a little more convex than just,
it will cause the Pencil of Rays 0 C 0, which comes to
Pupil 0 0, from any Point C in the Object O B, to
unite in a Focus before they arrive at the Retina in th®
Bottom of the Eye ; the Image I M of the Object O B
will be formed in the Body of the Vitreous Humour,
and will therefore be very confused and indistinct on th®
Retina at i m. A Person having such an Eye is called aMyops, in Allusion to the Eye of a Mouse, by reason of
its great Convexity.
24. To remedy this Defect of the Eye, a concav®
Lens E F is applied before it ; for by this means th®
Rays Qa,Cb, which fall diverging on the Lens , will,'
after Refraction through it, be made to proceed still mor®
of a S,
(
diverging, viz. in the Direction ar , hr, instead
b 0, as before) as if they came from the Point C instead
of C . All which is plain from the Nature of a coslr
cave Lens above described.
25. Hence it follows, that since the Rays are made to
fall with greater Divergence upon the Eye , they .will
requit®

Optics.

is ,not
distinct, unless by
are parallel,
Rays which
or nearly so
; for those
only
will

’

’ the
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require a greater
focal
and
consequently the Distance to be united in the
nicely
Focus may be
Axis*
on the
Retina , by using
made
Degree of
a Lens E to fall very
Concavity
F
be effected
; and
of a proper
in the fame
therefore distinct
Manner
Vision
as
in an Eye of wist
Conformation, by
a just;
26. Since the painting the
Image on
Point C is
Point C , the
nearer to the the Retina.
Eye than the
concave Lens apparent
is nearerPlace of Objects
seen through
than the true
ject will
a
Place y or the
appear at 0 B,
Ooinstead
of
converging
O
B
.
Rays O a, B bt
ter Refraction
And also since
than before, proceed less
the Object converging af¬
Lss Angle,
and
appears under a
Objects seen by atherefore the apparent
concave
27. The
Lens is less Magnitude or
than the true .
such a LensObject is less
,
luminous
than
or bright
rendered
without
it
j because
seen thro
more divergent,
the
Rays
a less
of the Eye
Quantity enters the being
than otherwise
is always
Pupil
would do. But
more or less
as it is made
the Picture
bright
or
by a greater
or less enlightened, according
28. Lastly,
Quantity of Rays.
it
Vben a concave appears from what has
been said,
still effect
Lens E F
that
distinct Vision bycannot be
applied,
tween the
we may
lessening
the
be situated Object and the Eye ;
Distance beu P° n the at O B, the Image at for it is plain, if O B
IM will
Retina , and be
recede to i tn
^hen made so
distinct in the
plate
by
fame Manner
29. On the the Lens E F .
as
other
hand ,
ib>e is too
pjg . 5,
fiat, (as often when the Corneaor
1
happens by Age) Crystalp' ace(i at the
an Object
before, will have fame
Distance
the Rays
the
C 0, C from
Eye
Eye proceed
P C as
0 after
Eye, in which to a Focus
beyond the Refraction in
if a Hole
were made ( inBottom of the
^ ut of the
an Eye taken
Head) the Rays
0rm the
the Image
- r - J - - i m ; wmcnwould
' t^ y - r image
which
actually
1
go on,
confused and
Image
indistinct on the ^ must thereforeand
b
Retina.
D L
30. T*
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will have their Focus at the Bottom of thS
Eye : Now Rays proceeding from any Point
more

Plate
XLlV .
Pig . 6.

30 . To remedy this Defect, a convex Lens G H is
applied, which causes the diverging Rays Ca, C b, to
fall less diverging upon the Rye, or as if they cams
from a Point more remote, as C; by which means the
focal Distance is shortened, and the Image duly formed
on the Retina at I M , by which distinct Vision is pro¬
duced.
31. Hence the apparent Place of the Object is at C,
more distant than the true Place at C ; and its apparent
Magnitude 0 B is greater than the true , because the
converging Rays O a, B b, are by this Lens after Re¬
fraction made to unite sooner than before, and so to
contain an Angle O P B greater than the true O P B<
The Object appears through a convex Lens brighter
than without , because by this means a greater Quantity
of Rays enter the Pupil ; for the Rays ao , bo, are by
the Lens made to enter in the Directions a r, br, which
are nearer together , and leave Room for more to enter
the Pupil all around between 0 and r.
32. As the Image of the Object painted on the Retina is' greater or less, so will the apparent Magnitude
of the Object 'be likewise ; or, in other Words , the
Angle IP M subtended by the Image is always equal to
the Angle O P B subtended by the Object at the Lye,
and therefore the Image IM will be always proportional
to the Object O B. Hence it follows, that the Angle
O P B under which an Object appears is the Measure
of its apparent Magnitude.
33. Therefore Objects of different Magnitudes , a5
O B, A C , D R, which subtend the same Angle at the
Eye , have the same apparent Magnitude , or form' as*
.equal Image in the Bottom of the Eye.. Hence it iS
that Objects at a great Distance have their Magnitude
diminished proportionally : Thus the Object D £
removed to D E appears under a less Angle DPT, an^
makes a less Image on the Retina , as is shewn by th6
dotted Lines.

34. The

O
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more than 6 Inches distant from the Ey »
will, when they enter the Pupil ,

6nJar]y

34. The Angles of apparent Magnitude O A B,
OCB , when very small, are as their Smes, and theref .
as the Sides O C and O A, or B C and B A ,
the apparent Magnitude of the Object O B, a
tance B C and B A, is inversely as those Distances ,
Magnitude
at Cdirectly
is to that at A as A
0 sef,
e
35The more
any Object

its
A

the Eye,
more
distinctly
it the
will Eye
app n
those
Raysthe
only
which
fall upon

^ X-1S
can be convened to a Point in the Bottom of the **
on the Retina , and therefore that Part of the Image
only which is formed by the direct 1 encil °
X, •
Be clear and distinct ; and we are said to see an
Plate
By such a Pencil of Rays, but only to look at it J
XLIV.
Fig.
8.
others
which are
36. Suppose
p.
A,oblique.
of Paper
B. C , represent
stuck
the Wainscot
of
theup
Eyeagainst
i if then
a Person

of
a R himself so before
places
beture
shutting his Right
‘
'Eye views them with
Left, ’ it is very remarkable that the Paper B , whose
Pencil of Rays fall upon the Insertion D of «the Optic
Nerve D E , will immediately vanish or dilappea ,
the two extreme Papers C and A are vmb e ,
altering the Position of the Eye , and its Di a > ■
of the Papers may be made to vanish, by cau £
Pencil of Rays to fall on the Point D .
.
37. Why the Rays of Light should not exci
^
Sensation of Vision in that Point D where t e
~^
the
begin, isto not
separate
and
formNerves
the Retina
known
. expand
But ’tis every
hig V J
our Notice , that the Nerve D E is for tha . . .
placed on one Side of the Eye, where only ttieoo > ,
Rays come, the Lois of which is not considera >
no way affects or hinders the Perfection 0Whereas had it entered in the Middle of
of the Eye, it had render’d useless all the direct Nay
them,
Left
- - li

D 3
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nearly co- incident with parallel Rays ; and
therefore to a found Eye distinct Vision
cannot

Plate
XLIV,
pig . 9.

by which the most perfect and distinct Vision is
effected ;
and we could have had only a confused and
imper¬
fect Perception of Objects by oblique collateral
Rays.
How glaring an Instance is this of Contrivance
and
Design in the Construction of this admirable Organ !
38 . I shall conclude this Head with observing ,
that
the Nature of a Reading- Glass is the fame with
that of
common Spectacles; only in the latter Cafe we use a
Lens to each Eye , but in the former ones Lens is
made
large enough for both . Also in the Use of them
we
have different Ends to answer ; for by the Spectacles
we
only propose to render Objects distinct at a given
Dis¬
tance , but the Reading Glass is applied to magnify
the
Object , or to render the reading of a small Print
very
easy, which otherwise would be apt to strain the
Eye
too much . Therefore the Size of a Lens for
Spectacles
is not required larger than the Eye ; but that of a
Read¬
ing - Glass ought to be big enough to take in as
large a
Part of the Object , at least, as is equal to the
Distance
between both the Eyes . I shall treat of the Visual
Glasses in the Appendix.
39 . In the Reading - Glass E C D the Object or
Print
A B is always nearer to the Glass than its
Focus F»
because in this Cafe it is necessary the Image or mag¬
nified Print G H should be erect , and on the "fame
Side
of the Glass with the Object ; that is, the
Distance
d is negative in the Equation -jlls
~ f Hence
the
Pencil of Rays AED , proceeding front any Point
A,
will after Refraction through the Lens be divergent ,
but
less so than before, and therefore will seem to
come
from a Point G . Thus also the Point B will be
referr’d
to H , and the Print at G H will be magnified
in
portion of G C to A C . All which is evident fromPro¬
the
latter Part of the last Annotation. •,

.Vol
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V
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cannot be effected at less than 6 or 8 Inches
distance , as is evident to any who tries t e
Experiment.
Since then there is a certain and deter¬
minate Degree of Convexity in the Cornea
and Crystalline Humour, for forming the
Images of Objects on the Retina if
;
it hap¬
pens that the Convexity of those Parts
should be more or less than just, the Focus
of Rays will fall short of, or beyond tste
Retina^ and in either Cafe will cause in i tind Vision. The first is the Cafe of short¬
sighted or purblind People , the latter of the

-Aged.

A purblind Person, having the Convexity
of the Eye and Crystalline Humour too
great , will have the Rays united in a Point
before they reach the Bottom of the Eye,
and consequently the Images of Objects
wist be formed , not upon the Retina , (as
they should be) but above it in the Glassy
Humour , and therefore will appear indis¬
tinct or confused.
This Defect of the Eye is remedied two
Ways , viz, i ( .) By diminishing the Dis¬
tance between the Object and the Eye ; f° r
by lessening the Distance of the Object , the
Distance of the Focus and Image will be
increased, till it falls on the Retina , and
D 4
appears

39
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appears distinct . (2.) By applying a con¬
cave Glass to the Eye ; for such a Glass
makes the Rays pass more diverging to the
Eye , in which Cafe the Distance of the
Focus will be also enlarged , and thrown
upon the Retina , where distinct Vision will
ensue.
Hence the Use of Concave Spectacles:
And the Myops or purblind Person, who
uses them , has the three following peculi¬
arities , viz. 1 ( .) To him Objects appear
nearer than they really are, or do appear
to a found Eye . (2.) The Objects appear
less bright , or more obscure to them than
to other People, because a less Quantity of
Rays of Light enter the Pupil . (3.) Their
Eyes grow better with Age ; for whereas
the Fault is ' too great a Convexity of the
Eye , the Aqueous Humour, and also the
Crystalline, wasting with Age will grow
flatter , and therefore more fit to view dis¬
tant Objects.
The other Defect of the Eyes, arises from
a quite contrary Cause, viz. the Cornea and
Crystalline Humour being too flat, as is ge¬
nerally the Cafe of an old Eye . This De¬
fect is remedied by Convex Lenses, such as
are the common Spectacles, and ReadingQlafes. For
since the Rays , in these Eyes,
gQ

Optics.
go beyond the Bottom of the Bye , before

they come to a hocus , or form the Image;

a convex Glass will make the Bays fall 1^®re
converging to the Pupil , and on the
u
mours, by which means the focal Di ance
will be shorten’d, and adjusted to the Retina \
where distinct, Vision of Objects will then
effected.
By convex Spectacles Objects appear mor
bright, because they collect a greater Octan
tity of Rays on the Pupil . And they ap¬
pear at a greater Distance than they are ; for
the nearer the Rays approach to parallel ones,
the more distant the Point will be to which
fbey
, , that
,
1 tend
.r ttV>
„
have. already observed
if
Object be placed nigher to the convex Glass
than its Focus, it will appear erect and mag¬
nified; which makes them of such genera
UseIf as Reading- Glajses.
an Object

be placed in the Focus o ^
a convex Lens , the Rays which procee
from it, after they have pass’d through t
Glass, will proceed parallel ; and there ore
an Rye placed any where in the Axis wi
bave the most distinct View of the Object
possible; and if it be a Lens of a st*13focal Distance, then will the Object appear
♦IS much larger as it is nearer ,
than when
°
you
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you view it with the naked Eye . Ao^
hence their Use as Single Microscopes; rt°
give an Instance of which , suppose the
focal Distance of a Lens were one Tenth
an Inch , then will the Diameter or Length
of an Object appear 60 times larger than
the naked Eye at 6 Inches Distance : A$
the Superficies of an Object will be 360°
times larger ; and the whole Magnitude °{
Bulk will be 216000 times larger than
the naked Eye it will appear at the above"
said Distance (CXXVII ).
CoMPOUt^

Plate

XLV.
Fig . I.

(CXXVII ) 1. I shall here give a succinct Accou”
of every Sort of Microscope, with respect to their
ture and Theory . Microscopes are distinguifha^
into two Kinds , viz . Dioptric by Refraction , and &
toptric by Reflection ; and each of these is either Sins ’
as consisting of one Glass only, or Compounded of two 0
more.
2. A Single Microscope , of the Dioptric or
fracting Sort, is either a Lens or a Spherule. Thus
•
any Object a b be placed in the Focus c of a small
ACL, the Rays proceeding from thence will after Fa
fraction go parallel to the Eye at I, and produce distb ,
Vision ; and the Object will be magnified in the PI’°/
portion of six Inches to the focal Distance C c, ^
cording to the Example above.
f
3. Again ; if an Object a b be applied to the
c ofa Spherule A B, it will produce distinct Vision thej,
of by means of parallel Rays ( by Annotat. CXXV 1. Æ'
15.) and it will appear under an Angle equal to
and be magnified in Proportion of 6 Inches to the f°^,
Distance C c from the Centre . And here it is rcm^ ,
able, that if the focal Distance of the Lens and SpK
r*1A
rule be the same, the Object will be three times fs
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Compound
, especially
common Sort , Microscopes
the
are
constructed with
three
Glasses,
distant from
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the Lens
than from the
C D the
Spherule, because
Semidiameter of the
Distance of the
Lens A B ; Sphere is § of C c, the
pj ate
viewed by a
consequently an Object
is
by a Sphere, Lens to a much greater
in
Advantage than p .
4- A Single regard to the Light , &c.
'
small concave Microscope of the
Catoptric
Mirrour
,
as ADB,
« b placed
Kind is a
F . In thatbefore it, nearer to the having the Object
Vertex
Cafe
the Speculum, the Image IM will be than its Focus
formed behind
very
large, erect,
been
Fig . 4and distinct,
’ Die toalready shewn. Such a
as has
view the Eye ;
Speculum is of
for
the Uvea or
admirable
Iris, the Pupil,being turned to the
sible Part of
Light,
the
the
Cornea, and all the
cations of the Tunica Albuginea, with the
vi¬
Blood- Vessels,
fine Ramifi¬
and
Part
Lachrymal
!; ,
of the
ll
and rendered are all by this
means greatly Glandula
curious
Subjects of our
<L
5- Also if
Sight. magnified,
** 1
the Object a b
tween
the
be
Centre
any wherebe- Fig . 5.
culum A B, then C and Focus F placed
of the
said
will
its
great Distance
Image IM be small Spe¬
from the Glass,
formed at a
bear any assign'
and may be
d Proportion
made to
the Object
to
the Object by
nearer to or
for common
placing
farther from the
the Object Objects the Room ought Focus F : But
to be dark,
more of thisextremely lucid , as a
or
when 1 come to
Candle , &c.
But
speak of the
croscope.
Solar Mi¬
6. The next
Sort of Single
dioptric one,
which performs its Microscope is a CataRefraction
Effect by
• the
I
Theory of which
Reflection and
give the
Reader as follows.
being
I shall
D BLH iscurious,
yi ater -> and
a Globule
m its Focus it was shewn that an
of Fig - 6.
A, would be
Object A a,
seen distinct
placed
refracted Rays
and magnified
by
dent we may ABLE See(
Art. 3. ). Now
consider
' tis evithe Ray B D
fracted Ray of
either as the re¬
AB , or the
jy Angle Q
reflected Ray of F
B F being
B, the
equal to the
Angle C B D ,
since
and
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Glasses, viz. the Object-Lens de, and
Eye - Glasses DE and G H . The Obje#

ab c

since in each Case the Ray B D is at D refracted id
D E parallel to the Axis G K , it follows, that disti< l6
Vision will be produced of an Object Fy placed in y'
Focus by Reflection F within the Drop, as the Obje
A a in its Focus A by Refraction without it.
7. In order to determine the focal Distance IF ^
Reflection from the Concave BI r, for converging RaF
D b, we have H K — 4 H C, or 4IC, (by Annot^
CXXV .) whence IK - 2 1 C, that is d- 2 r, in
Theorem—

— —/ in(

the fame Annotation
.)

because the reflecting Surface is here concave, and tb6

dr

Rays converging, the Theorem will become—f = ? rr~ —
r * —I

—5r

whence C F —\

r.

Also' £

i

has been shewn that AltrIC,
or CA — 2r; 3*1
thereforeC F : C A :: 4 : 2 :: 3 : 10 :: 1 : 3j .
^
8. And since the fame Object will appear as
larger at F than at A, as the Angle F Cf is greats
than AC a, or the Distance C A greater than C *’
it follows that an Object in a Globule of Water feel!
by Reflection is magnified 3s times more than it wow6
be in the Focus A by Refraction.
Suppose th^
C A — | of an Inch, then will C F — of an Inch>
and therefore, since 6 : jh 100
::
: 1, it appears tfra
the Diameter of an Object at the Focus F is seen
times larger than at the Distance of 6 Inches from ^
Eye .
,
9. In a Glass Globule, HK —3r,IK = i, 5 r— ^
the Theorem--

-

— *’ 5 —
1 — r — IF ;

■
— 2 d — r 4r —

s.

whef

c5

C F = | r. And
because I A — \ r, we have C ,
= 1 r consequently
;
, CA : C F | : I ::
that is, an Object is magnified 2 1times more
Focus F within, than at the Focus A without a
Glob6'

OP
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® c being placed at a little mote than the
0c al Distance from the Lens d e will
have
its
Pi L
Qj a(-e '
hence it appears, that equal Globes of
of J tand Water magnify by Reflection in Proportion
£^ 5__° 33j - Also because CF = | in Water , and
that OP W^en the same Globe is Glass, it appears
than i| e<^ S are magnified in the Water Globule more
Pronr,- en ^ een through the Glass Globule , in the
0P°rtion of 3 t - , °

Xo

A TV 1 T °

» or 2j to I.

c°nvex T'UoUBLE Microscope is composed of two Plate
The OKL !" ses’ V!'Zl an Object and an Ocular Lens . XLV.
from si
Lens is d f, placed a little farther distant Fig . '] cause tV,
6a
b, than its focal Distance cf ; beDifta, 611 lts Image A B will be form’d at the required
ImageCa n ^ ’ an^ as er : e C :: a b : A B. If this
t )‘stan

he view ’d by a Lens D F placed at its focal

^ ays vij rom will ^
appear distinct, because she
jj
thence go parallel to the Eye at I.
Unde" ^ ow the Object a b and the Image A B appear
df . ,-ieclUal Angles from the Vertex e of the Lens
’ r “at is. the Angle a e b — A eB . But the Angle
soide
"*wer which the Image is seen from the Vertex E of
the
x e Eye - Glass
DE
is BE
A = D IF
; therefore
u . « wvh6
LUC
l ITia
ge view’d by the Eye -Glass is to the Object view d
r7 the Object Lens , as the Angle BE A to the Ang e
T e K or as Ce to CE nearly . Suppose CE = i
nch, and C e 4 Inches , then will the Object be
^agnified 4 times in Diameter by the means of the Eyeafs D F ; but it is magnified by the Lens d f in ProP°rtion of 6 Inches to er , that is, if er - x Inch,
f mes
^
. Wherefore by both the Glasses the Diameer is magnified4 X 6 — 24 times.
X2. But in this Cafe of a single Eye -Glass, the
ymle Areacall
( ’d the Field of View) though larger than
so the Lens de alone, ' yet is not so large as it may be
sonder’d by the Addition of a second Eye -Glass, as
E ; for by the Lens D F alone the visible Area is
ec!Ual to the Aperture of the said Lens , because no
some of an Object or its Image can be seen than what

46

O ? t i c Si¬
lts Image form ’d at a greater Distance <$ ■
the other Side, and proportionably large,

Plate
XLV.
Fig . 8.

is contain ’d between the Rays D d and Fy paralle
to the Axis ; that is, the visible Part of the Image 15
df— D F , and is seen under the Angle DLF (I>hg
ing the Focus of the Lens D F , or LE = CE ) atf®
this is call’d the Optic Angle, or Angle of visible
nitude.
13. But this Angle is greatly increased by the A"'
dition of the Glass GK ; for let a K and b G be th®
Axes of two Pencils of Rays which come from the
treme Parts of the Object a and b, and falling divets'
ing upon the Lens G K are refracted by it towards
Point O in the Axis of the Glass produced. But if
their Passage they are intercepted by the Lens D F’
which refracts them to a Point I nearer the Lens th^
the Focus L ; and therefore the Angle D I F is greats
than the Angle DLF, and consequently a larger Fid®
of View is by this Means obtain ’d.
14. To find in what Proportion the Angle D I F
greater than DLF, we must consider e as a Radial
iPoint, whence the Pencil of Rays G e K diverges
the Lens G K ; then if H e = d, H a — r Radius
the double and equally convex Lens G K , we hAe
dr
’(
—- —y DO
—
the Focus after Refraction ; and >'
a—r
H E = f>, then y — p EO
—
— d — Distance for coss.
verging Rays K F and G D . And let r — RadM
of the double and equally convex Lens D F;
= f - EI =
Wherefore LE : IE :: *J
d -f r
y —p X r
dr ,
_yiArj ± .. j . y- p _
y — £ -f- r
y — p -\ - r

d —_ r
p . Tha do(s
dr
p r+
d— r
when the several Quantities d,r,p, r, are given, ^

4

'

Rs^

O

P T I C S.

as

a* M N ; which large Image is contract¬
ed into one ABC somewhat less, by the
lower
Ratio of the Angle D L F to that of the amplified
frgleD IF is given also.
.*5- For Example : let H e = d =
5 Inches , H e = r
:=3,S,i >= HE = 2,andr = EC = LE = i,5 ; then
U ’33 ; ...
- - - ir
therefore- v—
lll ?_ _ ^
~ o,86 = IE.

yrJ *+nTF ^O'lE : LE :: o,86 :

Therefore the Angle DLF - E ^ ' '
single EyeT5 - Therefore the visible
7
both the
Glass DF
will
be
to
the
amplified
Tenses
G
K
Area
7
and
w the
D
F
,
as
the
Square
ot
o,
Square of
ions, " *>5 that
;
is, as 0,739b to 2,2.5,
as
' o9b to 22500 ; which Augmentation in the Ratio ot
3 to x nearly is very considerable, and affords great Adantage and Pleasure in viewing Objects.
s tv . The magnifying Power of a Compound Microis thus computed : The Angle under which
irVa ab appears at the Distance of 6 Inches is the
to
bat under which it appears when seen through the Lens
df > asecto 6; wherefore the first Part of the comPbhndR atio of the magnifying Power will be
*7- Let H c be the focal Distance of the Lens G Is.,
‘sti the Radius H c describe the Arch c a, and draw
a ; this Will be the Axis of all the Rays which go
^ °m the point a to the Lens G K ; consequently, the
F ay « K will after Refraction be parallel to the Axis,
tbe Ray K O is parallel to <2H ; therefore the Image
^ ^he Object being in the Focus c of the Lens G L.*
^dlbefeen under the Angle KOH, which is equal to
me Angle a H c ; but it is seen from the Lens d f under
^.^ bgle aec. But the Angle a H
ec : c H,
Wherefore the second Part of the R
Ratio for magnifying
is that of ectorH,
or
c rl
Lastly ; let C be the Focus of the Lens D F,
With the Radius E C describe the Arch C ( then
;
wnl
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lower Eye - Glass D E ; and this Image !§
viewed by the Eye through the upper Eye' 1

Glass

will e E be the Axis of the Pencil of Rays proceediflS
from the Point eto the Lens D F , of which e F beislS
one, it will be refracted into F I parallel to e E ; a*1®
so the Angle F I E = C E e. But F I E is the Ang^
under which the Image is viewed through the Les'5
D F, which is to the Angle C O A as CO to C
Therefore the third and last Part of the Ratio for mag"

.. . • CO

mfyingis

19. If now we compound the several Parts of the Ra'
tio now found into one, it will make the Ratio 0
g -g - X
X — to 1. For Example , let e c = § al*
Inch , fH = 3I-, er — 2, CE = if ; then HE being
2, and HO — 11,66 , we have CO — 10,66 when
;
cS
the above Ratio in Numbers will be — — X

L5

3>5

——— 4.0,87 . Therefore the Diameter of any Obje$
?’ 5 .
is magnified near 41 times by such a Compound M1
erofcope.
20. If this Calculation be enquired into , we shall fib®
that the Glass G K diminishes the magnifying PoWeP
which is greater by the Eye-Glass D F alone, and motf
distinct . Thus in Fig . II . of the large Plate XLVI*
the lower Glass D E were taken away, the Rays wouy
go on and be united in a Focus at the Points M , P, Tv
and there form an Image of the Length MN ; but bf
replacing the Glass D E we shall have the large Im^4e
M N contracted into a lesser m n. Now
this larg^
Image M N may be considered as formed by the L f’bs
D E at a negative Focus from an Object m n, wl >0q
Distance F B is less than the focal Distance of the
Lens : All which is easy to understand from the for6"
going Theory of Dioptrics.
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Glass GHj
le

where it also
distinctly views
Micrometer
op q> pasting
over a nute
mi¬

anHxt ^ ow "
nMN
hf :f ? •, and
Ob"
5
^
: m n F:: P : F drawing M F
^ Jyl and its ave
B, because the
fcire- 6 cfrom t^leImage do in every Cafe subtend
the same
Since F P Vertex
of the Lens , as
is given,
so also is F B, was {hewn
betn°a Theorem
from the com~ -s —— f for
a double and
d—r
equally
C° nvex Lens
; or
d —2 -r = f, for a planoconvex
one. 1*?° r r
, „
iince the
.
Focus / is
.
negative,
or 'Sr
- ——m
FP 5therefore
dr~ — df -f - rf .\
and fy dr -f’/ ; therefore
=
£—
and—
52113T^^an°
tijg ?’ It is Convex.
evident from the
be ? r§c Image
Scheme, that no
MN , or of the
more of
c°nt^ We^
trough t^ie Fye - contracted one m yi can
q ^ aiIle
GJass
d between
HG , than what
and
aud
that therefore
the
is
a much
..
perpendicular
o Lines
FlFjectcan
can be
. Part
greater
H. Cof and
be fseen
een in.the Image
the
r-«,, than
tha in the o.e(j
t-omits
^ ■N , which is
Image
y,y
"‘■'-acted
wholly owing to its
by
^ ^ rgc Lens
being
'
.
D E/and this'
is all the
2Z. The next
Reason
Sort of
Microscope I so»U
? ^ a
J * * ® P*ate/
Catadioptric one, i. e■
lts Effects
Inch an on
by Reflection
it is
constructed with a small and Refractionjointly,
Object Speculum f e ^ Fig
. Yfocus is at F v and
d,
^
it
Object abbe placed has been sliewn,
a little farther
that
tW the Focus/ ,
from the S^p 1lum
where
will
be
thereof A B ; which
formed a lar
Image will be
Froportionto the Object
mver e ,
as the
"-c <
tance
■e,, as when
re
Distance C e
an
Object Lens was uie
Vol . III.
.
p art

d,
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nute Part of the Image in measuring
But what is farther necessary in the Theory
and
24. Part of this Image is viewed by an Eye-Glaft
F D , which is or ought to be a Meniscus, as here re'
presented ; because the Image being formed by Reflec¬
tion , it will be more perfect, and admit of a deepes
Charge in the Eye-Glass D F ; and those of the Mt'
niscus Form are best for this Purpose, because the
Errors
of the Rays, and consequently the Confusion caused
thereby, in the Refraction made at the convex Surface,
are in a great measure rectified by the contrary Refraction
at the concave Surface, as is easy to understand froi*1
what has been said of refracted Light , Annot. CXVII.
Plate
25. Another Sort of Catoptric or Resetting Micro¬
XLV.
scope is constructed with two Speculums, abed an a
Fig. io. ABCD, with a central Hole in each. The large Spe¬
culum is concave, the other convex, and both of equal
Sphericity. They have their Focus at one Inch Dip
tance, and placed at the Distance of if Inch from each
other, that so an Object . O P Q_, being placed a littl0
before the small Speculum, might be nearer to the large
one than its Centre E.
26 . This being the Cafe, the Rays, PA , PD , whic^
flow from the Point P to the Speculum A D , will be
reflected towards a Focus p, where an Image op q wou"
be formed, if the Rays were not intercepted by the ed 1'
vex Speculum a b ; and the Point p being nearer tha"
its Focus f, the Rays A a, D d, which tend towards
will be reflected to a Focus P , where the last Im»gs
O P will
be formed, to be viewed by the Eye-Gl^
G , transmitting parallel Rays to the Eye at I.
, 27. The Power of magnifying in this Microscope 19
thus estimated, (i ;) The Object OP seen from th0
Vertex V of the Speculum AD is to the fame seen at
the Distance of 6 Inches from the naked Eye as 6 ^
V P, or as ^ L . (2.) The first Image op 7, ( to be con¬
sidered'now as a virtual Objett) seen from the Vertex ^
f

Optics.
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Structure of these Microscopes may be
nc* in my Micrographia Nova , together
with
^leirrour
^

A D , is to the fame seen from the Verv of the Mirrour a d as vp to V s, or as
r, \ T
vp
of ^ a.;^y» the Image OP
seen from the Vertex v
e speculum a d, is to the fame seen through the
ye~GlassG, as G P to P v, or as-^ -g. Where the
VTX

^

magnifying Power is asA X ~ X Jflfl to I.
a8 ^ mrivanec we owe to Dr. Smith of Cambridge.
stru^'j “ ut a better .Form and easier Method of conMir ® a Catoptric Microscope, with two reflecting
CafJ^2^ ’
that which follows. ABCDEF is a Plate
CaVe(
? r Tube , in one End of which is placed a con- XL VII.
the p Pecu lutn G H, with a Hole I K in the Middle;
s0 ent re of this Speculum is at c, and its Focus at O, Fig. io.
plac^ ^ O — Oc . At the open End of theTube is
oy^ .a^fniall convex Speculum d e f, on a Foot e f,
lar ;rWsll
s ^ >t is moveable nearer to or farther from the
■sgej
.O
2rP ‘ ^ ulum , GH , as Occasion

requires,

of
Y now sn Object a b be posited in the Centre c
fot> icd arge Speculum, the Image thereof a b will be
ati(]
m the lame Place, as has been shewn already;
a Mi 5Consideration is all the Reason of this Form of
as ari(
si 'sope; for, if now we look upon the Image ab
socijs
. nearer to the convex Speculum d f than its
therefi t*SP^dn a larger Image AB will be formed
Cee din^ V'he
^ Foeus <7 ; or tbat Rays cQ, cH , proteflefA Y°m aily Point c in the Object ab, will be
cul ar hack
upon themselves, as being perpenditvi th o the Speculum; but the refracted
'Rays meeting
°n, the convex Surface of the Spethep *> will ( as they tend to a Point r, nearer than
i
° CUs f) be reflected to a Focus C, which is found
y the Theorem
(Jnnot. CXXV ).
rfl -id

J

E 2

3° ' For

Op
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tics.

with a large Account of all Kinds of Mi¬
croscopic Objects, and a Description of the
Solar
and d — eC ,- and since
rf
Thus if 1^6
we have -— — —

30. For in this Cafef -^
dr ~ rf
put
e
J

Ar

id

f,

the Radius of the small

=/ =
1, and let e c v,8
Jr
5

ec,

Speculum r — 2 Inches ,
; then —
—2/

the

11

' "" h
2—

=r 4 Inches = eC; and a b : vfB :: 0,8 : 4
0,4
1 : 5, or the Image A B will be 5 times longer thai1
the Object ab . This Image AB is viewed by the Me"
niscus Eye -Glass L M , whence ’tis easy to observe that
this Form of a Microscope is, the fame with that in As'
tide 23 , 24. only there is but one Reflection, and W e
is two ; and there a small Concave was used, but hefe
a, Convex ; because by this means the Instrument j3
shorter by twice the focal Distance e/nearly , which lS
■very considerable, as being f Part of the whole.
31. I shall shew in the next Annotation how both the*
Microscopes may be had very conveniently in the r®'
fiecting Telescope, and conclude this with an Accoufl1
of the Nature and Use of the Micrometer for measuri*1!?
the smallest Parts of natural Bodies ; and here I IN"
not take Notice of the several uncertain conjectural
thods described by others, but only such as I use in tirf.
own Microscopes, which is strictly Mechanical, af*“
gives the Measurement absolutely.
consists of a graduated ed'
Plate
32. The Micrometer
XLVI.
0, and its Index q r. T^
q
Screw
a
of
,
X
cular Plate
Fig . 1,2. Threads of the Screw are such-, that 50 make the Lengw
of one Inch exactly. When it is to be used, the Poi**t
0 is set to the Side of the Part to be measured, and th e,J
the Index is turned about with the Finger , till the
perceives the Point has just palled over the Diameter ot
the Part ; then the Number of Turns , and Parts of ?
, will give tl*6
Turn, shewn by the graduated Circle
Dimension
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Solar Microscope, Yet , that the
Reader may
We an Idea of the two new Forms
of Mi¬
croscopes described in that Book, I
have
We annexed the Plates , viz. of the
Pocket
and Universal
Microscope
respectively.
The Telescope
is of two Sorts, viz.
dioptric, or Refracting -, or Cata Dioptric , pi ate
by Reflection and Refraction
conjointly . A XLVIII.
refraCHng telescope consists of an
Object- lg'
Glass x z, by which the
Imageof
an
Object
tensions

in Parts of an Inch , as I shall
Ihew by the
owing Example.

33’ Suppose it required to
the Diameter of
11human Hair, and I observe measure
the
"ce round while the Point passesoIndex is turned just
over it. Then ’us
i m the Diameter of the Hair in the
Image is -,’s of an
lcb- Now if the Microscope
magnifies 6 times, or
the Imao-e 6 times larger in
than the
jctW , then is' the Diameter of the Diameter
Hair itself but i of
■
?c>, that iSbut Tis Part of an Inch.
j 34- Also it is to be observed,
that as there are ten
r§e Divisions, and twenty small
fter Plate, so each of those smallones, on the Micron
Divisions are the y5
J -M or the TC
’55 Part of an Inch . Therefore ,
if in
/yssuring any Part of an Object , you
observe
how
nany 0f these smaller jj lV islonS are pafs’d
over by the
r 1you
will have so many looodth Parts of an
Inch
r the Measure required. All
which
is
so
plain,
that
°tiing can be said to illustrate the Matter,
j . 35- In Plate XLVIII . I
given a Print of the
_Vrm of my New Pocket have
- Microscope furnished
'th the Micrometer
above described. This Micro¬
soft is of'the most simple Structure ,
most easy and exhitb^l° Us ^or and
comes at the least Price of any
herto invented of the compound
Sort.
E 3
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Object OB , at a Distance, is formed in the
Focus e of the said Glass, and in an in*
‘verted Position. This
Image may be view’d
by a single Lens a h, placed at its Focal
Distance, as is usually done for viewing
the heavenly Bodies, because in them
regard not the Position : But for viewing
Objects near us, whose Image we would
have erect, we must for that Purpose add
a second Lens p y, at double its Focal Dif*
tance from the other , that the Rays which
come from a b may cross each other in th6
Focus O, in order to erect the Image g
which it will form in its own Focus my be¬
cause the Rays come parallel from the first
Lens ab. Lastly , a third Lens ic is added,
to view that secondary Image gn. Thest
three Lenses, or Eye - Glasses, are usually of
the same Size and Focal Length ; and the
Power of magnifying is always as the Fo*
cal Length of the Object- Glass e w divided bj
the Focal Length of the Eye- Glass 1 m or he.
For instance ; Suppose e w = . io Feet os
120 Inches , and h e or I m = Z Inches ; then
will the Length of the Object appear to
the Eye through such a Telescope 4 °
times larger than to the naked Eye ; and
it? Surface will be magnified 1600 times,
and
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64000

times.
If

tzion
l 'F' ^ Nature and Structure of a comevide re *s a<^’ng Telescope is above described, and is so
re]at; rit om the Figure , that I so all fay nothing farther
soe 1° ^ t0 * tS Compo ' tion , but soall proceed to soew
from1?/361
^6^’ 011 t^1‘s Telescope , and that it arises
Hotsr le different Refrangibility of common Light , and
d ans the
spherical Figure of the Glass, as the Optitberesbef° re ^ ir Vaac Newton’ s Time

imagined , and

by • °n' P^ pofed to bring them to greater Perfection
Q]aflT°duc ing the Method of grinding and polishing
Aliens ° ^" t^e Figure of one or other of the Conic
IViy ut this great Philosopher soon soewed them their
figure e’- by P rov‘ng that the Error arising from the
that 0t t^e Olass was many hundred times less than
Of the Proceeded
from the unequal Refrangibility
sid era, | ys>and was so small as to be
altogether inconand this he did by an elegant
Method in his
ii\rJ 0nes Optius, which I soall here translate from that
^ ' rable fiopk.
C Z 7s et: N B M be a spherical Surface, C the Centre, Plate
kayS a Semidiameter or Axis parallel to the incident XLVII.
fra(£f ’| FT an incident Ray , and NK the fame re- Fig , iICj
cutting the Axis CB produced in the Point
the ft
■ F he the Solar or principal Focus , where
Axis
meet the Axis which are infinitely near to the
4.. T r CF rr °r K F is now to be determined.
1^ q et1™ the Perpendiculars C E upon N K , and
G * .Upo" CK > and call C B zza , GB = *, and CK
_ 1 ar,h from the Nature of the Circle we have N G 1

K1—
q -(th*
?Tl2a
4- 2x—
xzxx—2, a zto which 2add
x 4G
- a1,
and
5- Now since N G : CE :: I : R , » f . h ,
^ Incidence to the Sine of Refraction ; and decanist
similar Triangles C E K and N G K , it is N G : ^ *
^
• CKaLR;
therefore T : R * == (N K *jCJM
* + 2 x z — 2 a %+
a E -4: 1? and 1 » —

ae
^
^

G P T J c s.
If instead of a convex Eye - Glass we should

use a concave one of the same Focal Length*
it
2 xz —z az j - - æ1 X R 7, and by Reduction zz^
2azR z—2 ^ zR !—
* 7R 7 R
.
7 a —R 7*
; and (putting- R 7—P
R 7—
I
R 7a 7
2 zs: s, we have z
R 7—P -, and z7— 2 sz ^z
R 7—1: , and

com

pleating the Square, z7— 2 s zp-

R 2 Æ 2,

s s = s s-— ^ z and ;

extracting the Root, z = s 4 *

V/ r r — R 2 Æjp whence by Substitution we have) z ^
R 7 a — R 7x st- R \ / I 2az—
2R 7ctx-f-R 7x7
R 7—:p
“
6. And, reducing the radical Part to an infinite Se'
R7
Ra
Rr
R' P
ries, we have z:
R—I 1R—P 2p a tX ' H.
Ra
Now when x ~
z—
:CF; whenc®
R—I
R7x . Rw 7
C F— CK = KF = •, tfc. which >s
IR — I 7 2l
'
-«
the Value of the Error required.
R 7* „
7. Hence when B G or x is exceeding small, —p
“ KF nearly, because in that Case the other Terms*
where the ascending Powers of x are found, becorn0
extremely small, and nothing in regard to the first Terl»
where x is single.
R 7/
8. Again ; putting N G —y, we have-zlRa — zl 1*
= KF nearly ; for NG 7—
BG
X B C 4- C G = B
X 2 B C nearly, ( from the Elements) that is, y7 — 2 #*
f
c
nearly, or ^ - ~ x. If
then for x in the Equation
th®
1
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it would
represent the Obiect erect,
equally
Magnified, and
more distinct and bright J
v*
substitute its V alue
-—, it
equation above in
gives the
this.
•p 9- Hence
2a
also it
_ . .
follows,
as the
Sagitta or versed that the Ei ror K F is
ote*
alSine G B, or
Semichord N G .
the
S.
. 1° . If the
quare
„ . .
Ray A N K be
,
L)
given in
other
*he any
Position, and a n
oth«r Sideparallel
Ray
nearer to the
' utt*ngthe j os which let
n k be the Axis, and on
Axis in k, and
refracted Part
the refracted
from Q draw O
a
RayN K in Q*
* l11 the Line
perpendicular to the
K 0 become
“m->when
greatest of all,Axis : Then
the
or a ManRay
a
n is about
e Ray A N
half the
from the Axis.
Distance of
n ^_ _ _-rorv,. draw
. _ r nn gg; perpendicular to
,
perpciiw
~ f .and
^- .. KFv the Axis, an
C7 !,)
x?
=
rt ’ 9s
.
G we have
ii i F . ... pn
aave NK G~f,
f :
K F —£ ; andorsince,
1 n»
: and
w : f, . v 2h
!
::
and
K_ _ F : IFvt
.
Tr TP
since,
,
or
kF, therefore
hZZ K , A - /
: ■
Kb
h tzr
byy. hw
2
last Article we

n. Moreover,
G K :GN
:: K e :
Qj >
wherefore
Alsogn : GK ( =
g i nearly) ::
therefore ^ o -p K o y s ,
^ ~ T *
vv
; and
dividing by v y,
and reducing
the
-hw
ctuation, we have
i —^
13. Now to
determine r a
Maximum,
Fluxion = 0,
must
y._ hhiF y1 —we
%bv
<u make
that is, §. —
_ n.
yy ,
whence we get b
i y — ■y
et that is ,
. b 'vv
by ~ * h *’
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but the Disadvantage of this Glass is, thaf
it admits of but a small Area^ or Field oj
Vie'®)
or 2 v — yA or 2 n g — N G , when s or K o is greats
of all.
| of K F ; for if in the Equation

expressing the Valu®

15 . Also because CF — CB r BF n GK nearly*

thereforeG K -

— a - —Whence

GK(= R=h) :GN (*■
*)

sine®

= ?KF*

8IR a
16 . If the Arch B M be taken equal to the Arch
B N , and B ® = B «, and Rays incident on M and ^
are refracted intersecting each other in the Point P , the sl
’tis evident P Q _= 2 Q 0

41A*f "a*
T

; and it is also plait 1;

that all the Rays which fall on the Curve between Is1
and M are so refracted as to pass through the Space P CL*
and that the said circular Space P Q _is the least possible
in which all the Rays can be congregated ; and ther e'
fore that this Space is the Focus or Place of the Imag®
of an Object , which fends parallel Rays upon the whol®
Surface of the Lens N B M.
17, For no Rays can be refracted without this Space*
because since Q_o is in a given Ratio to K 0, it will b®
at the fame time a Maximum, with it ; and therefore th®
Point Q ^is the most remote from the Axis , in which
any of those refracted towards F , can possibly interfe ®"
the external Ray N K . Neither can they be refract ®®
into a less Space , because the Rays M K , N K , cut th®
external Rays nk and m k in the Points P and Q , hf
which the Space P Q _is terminated.
18 . If the Radius of the Circle (or Lens ) NBM ^
constant , the lateral Error P Q _ will be as y\ or ®5

o P T I C S.
Z(?TO
> and therefore not to be used when
e Wou ld see much of an Object, or take
in
tlf
'
if tu,U^e Breadth
of the Aperture N M . Also,
Brror p PENure of the Lens remain the fame, the said
th erpf
be reciprocally as a a, or as C B% and
katio° se -rSsince
C B and B F are in a given
no,- 1- v® ut if neither the Magnitude of the Circle
the Aperture be constant, the Error P Q_will
be as r_ N
M3
or
as is evident from its Value

4 L g-' Wherein the Part

foi-e „ .
jg ted
^^

We a '

.

- is constant, and there-

4 I1
Thus far Sir Isaac.

n asi that has been said in the preceding Articles,
the Q ° Usl derstand Sir Isaac’s Design is to shew what

it va'r^antity of the Error is, and in what Proportion
Gl ass s> that arises from the circular Figure
of the
or fart? J ‘n refracting the fame Ray as it is nearer to
der(j.a her from the Axis. And therefore we are to unal) Qj-n^ that the Rays here meant are
or
a diff ■ frme Sort, and which admit ofhomogeneal,
no Error from
20^ ^ Refrangibility,
frouj‘,^ Cnce we are able to compare the Errors arising
thesDy. 6.different Refrangibility of the Rays, and from
^me* enCa^ ^ iS ure of the Glass ( supposing it a Pianobcorjfd as J,1 commonly is) in a Telescope of any given
Iq0 p ‘ f or Example ; In a refracting Telescope of
t) jy*1Length , that is, where BF — 2 BC — 2 a —
crz 7- frtneter of the Sphere — 1200 Inches , y — N G
Th en C,
. e.s>an<*iet I : R :: 20 : 31 out of Glass into Air,
Will the Expression for the lateral Error from the
'^ te of the Glass be His - _
3* X 3* X
.
, 41
-tf1 4X20X20X600X600
• 72°ooooo “ rts of an loch , the Diameter of the
' lrJj lar SPace P Q.
site pffsie Diameter of the little Circle through
which
ys are scatter’d by unequal Refrangibility is about
the
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In Agreat Scope ; but it is used to great
vantage in viewing the Planets and their
Satellites

Plate
XLVII.
Fig . 2.

the 55th Part of the Breadth of the Aperture of th®
Object -Glass (as we have already shewn) that is,
A
the present Case, a 55th Part of 4 Inches , or^ '
Wherefore the Error arising from the spherical Fig ufS
of the Glass is to that arising from the different Refrain
gibility of the Rays as - —-— to — that is, as X*°
&
J
J 72000000
55
5449 ; and therefore being in comparison so very final"
deserves not to be considered in the Theory of Tel ®*
scopes.
22. Let us now fee, according to Sir Isaac's Method
what the Value of his lateral Error P Q_is in the Rays r®”
flected from a spherical Surface, where every Part is d®'
noted, by the same Letters as before ; only now the te'
fracted Ray N K is the reflected Ray : And here alsoN G
z=ciax — xx, and G K z c=. {a •— z — x%~z ) a .
2 ax — 2 az f- -x1f - 2 z xf- - %2:, as before, (Article4y
therefore NG * -j- GK 2 = : NK I — a 1— %a %^
2 a .z + zz = zz because N K = C K , from tb®
Law of Refection, Whence ar = %a z 2— x z,
therefore z CK
— -— - — - =
; butCF = 1 «, ther ®*
2 a — 2x

fore CK -

CF

- z’

= FK =

2 a

2 *

a—
a *X 2
- .
r ■
23. Hence, when x is indefinitely small,

.

= I * = | GB nearly ; and becauseyy 2— a x neatlp
{tee Article 8 .) therefore I- F= § * ==
K : and
Aa

it appears, that the Error K F is always as a or
versed Sine G B, or as y\ or Square of the Sin®oI
Semi-Aperture NG,
?4. Ag a^’
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Satellites
, Saturn’s Ring,
’Jupiters Belts^Scc.
This is called the
Galilean telescope, to®
Galileo*
, 24; Again ; every
thing- in Art. io , it, 12
, 13, and
p 13 the fame here
as there ; and so K
a
—| K F =
X6« And because
G K is nearly equal
BF = §
^efore
::
. ylGK : GN Ks
: Q.« ; that is, f «
yu
' 8 « « ~ Q-s ;
consequently , lQ . « — P Q _:=
z

4 «a*

E.. /

fleas’ ^l ence if we put
fractirf e ^ ere’ N B ar BC = Radius of the reM , we sltall have
» Surface or Lens,
Q_ in the re" ' ' to P Qjn the Preflecting
R‘1
. SurR
face or Mirrour , as .^
- y— to ■
or
(if
«
—
a) as j.
to j ,
’ 4I 1 a
ticfjJ. ^ at is, as 2,4 to a 43a
1 j so that the Error
fieff 1S near twice and a
by
half greater than that Refrachot^ J When the
by Re~
Radius of the Sphere is
the same in
and^ i 'he
Medium be given, or the
a f° the Aperture
Ratio of I to R,
N M = 2 y ; then
t r the Error by
heftect;,
■iion;s to that by
Hence,
Refraction as — to
stncejf .,
aa
a res 1focal
aa
,
of a reflecting
j acting one Distance
Telescope
be equal, we
and
have " - * * a. therefore
ITT to as
Tb t0 l ’ [t appearS
thatthe
the Refractor is to
that of the Reflector En0r P Q' lst
9 27. Again ; it
appears, that in the
^ '■he Refractor, the
Reflector, as well
Error is
1'onalto
or the Cube of (caterts partbtu) p P
the Aperture ot the
Ub
Ject' Meta\ NBM .
28. Lastly, we
a
.
Tls
e
observe in the
lf Radius
_ '
CB = «, and Semi-refracung
Aperture Nb - J,
be given, the Error
P Qwill be as
Hence, if the
1 Lens
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Galileo, the Inventor , and is the first Sort oi
Telescope ever made.
Th£
Lens

be

Fig- 3-

Fig . 4.

* 31

20 X 20
R * _

4X4

2,4 j and

16

- 1,777“
Water , we have I*
- 9
.3X3
Therefore the Error by Refraction in a Glafs-Lens lS
to that in a Water -Lens (cœteris paribus) as 2,4 t0
. ,
1,777, or as 4 to 3 nearly.
29. Before Sir Isaac Newton, all Opticians imagin ea
the Indistinctness or Imperfection of Telescopes W99
owing wholly to the Figure of the Glass or Lens j
which put them upon introducing the Figures of the
Conic Sessions, because , being acquainted with the R9'
tios of Incidence and Refraction, they could find bf
Geometry that an Aberration of Rays from the princi' '
pal Focus F would be occasioned by the Curvature
the Glass, and that was always less of course as th*
Curvature was less; and that therefore ifNBD , EBF>
OBP, and QB R represent the curved Surface of 3
Circle, an Ellipsis, a Parabola, and an Hyperbola, whoij
common Focus is C , his plain, if a parallel Ray As*
be incident on each of these Curves in the Points N , ^
b, c, the Aberration or Error caused in the Ray by Re'
fraction in each will be as the Curvature is less, or 95
the Radius of Curvature in the Points N , a, b, c, iK
creases; and it has been shewn to be as the Square 0
that Radius inversely. ( See Art. 18 and 26.) Con ie'
quently , since the Aperture and principal Focus is th®
fame in all those Lenses, the Errors of the Rays vd'
be lessened in each of them respectively.
30. But if the Imperfection of the refracting
scope had been owing only to the spherical Figure 0
the Glass, Sir Isaac Newton proposeda Remedy withe 11*'
Recourse to the Conic Sections, which was by compost 11!’
the Object - Glass of two Meniscus-Glasses, with Ws te(
between them. Thus let AD FC represent the
ject -Glafs composed of two Glasses ABED and Bjr
F C, alike convex on the Outsides A G D and C B Fj

the Lens

Plate
XLVII.

Glass, we have
be

SfW
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^HE Cata- dioptric or Refledllng'Telescope
most noble and useful of all others tm
the

$ al>ke concave on the Insides B M E , B N E , with
vater in the Cavity BMEN.
0up ‘ ^ ow tet the Sines of Incidence and Refraction
°fptass into Air be as I to R , and out of Water
Will as K to R ; then out of Glass into Water they
iw ' as 1 w K , {Annot. CXVII . ) ' And let the Diagro^r of the Sphere to which the convex Sides are
the ^
D , and the Diameter of the Sphere to which
of
are ground be to D as the Cube Root
^ ^ X K to the Cube Root of K — I X R.
\viij? l he Refractions on the concave Sides of the Glasses
0^ ^ e very much corrected by the Errors of Refractions
ri Ca
i e c°nvex Sides, so far as they arise from the Sphe-^ e^of the Figure.
V '
since those compound Lenses of Glass and
haye r are with Trouble and Difficulty made, Opticians
aPP^'ed themselves to invent the best Figure of
tj0 es for this Purpose, that is, such that the Refracthe second Surface might correct the Errors of
of th ctl °n at the first Surface (arising from the Fig ure
ij u eQ'lafs only) as much as possible: And the famous
soll/^ f*ae given us a Theorem by which he proves the
°Wl ng Particulars.
Plane
when parallel Rays fall upon the
Abe rr^’ e of a plano-convex Lens, the (longitudinal)
and; ali‘ 0nf° the extreme Ray is ®of the Thickness,
1aisCU
g
than the like Aberration caused by any Medent^ Olafs whose concave Side is exposed to the inci^Iton the said Glasses have their convs tr *>es turned to the incident Rays, the Aberration
WTxtreme
Ray in the Plano-Convex is \ of its
lVl etl-snel®
5 and is less than the like Aberration of any
niscus in this Position.
^adin ™rdlyiT " hat a double convex Glass, whose
so that °^ t he first Surface, on which the Rays fall, is
of the Second Surface as %to 5, is just as good
as
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the Mechanism whereof is as follows : A $
EH is the large Tube or Body of the III"
strumenb
as the Plano-Convex in its best Position, the Error be'
ing in both £ of their common Thickness.
36. Fourthly, When the Radii of a Double Conve^
are equal, the Aberration is J of the Thickness ; an®
therefore such a Lens is not so good as a Plano-Conve*
of the fame Thickness in its best Position.
37. Fifthly, But if the Radius of the first Surface be
to that of the second as 1 to 6, it is then the best Gly 5
of all, its Aberration then being the least possible,
of its Thickness . But if this best Glass be turHe^
with its other Side to the Rays, the Aberration will be
and therefore becomes much worse than before42
38. Sixthly, When a Plano-Concave has its pLff
Side turned towards parallel Rays, the Aberration 0
the extreme Ray is also§ of the Thickness ; and
Concave likewi'^
inverted it is only | . In a Double Surfaces
are as I
whose Radii of the first and second
ab°v
6, the Aberration is the least possible, viz. as
.j
in the like Convex .
’
oug1
Spectacles
common
of
Glasses
the
Hence
39.
to have the Figure of the Convex in Art. 37 , and th0*
Hand- Glasses which short-sighted People use ought
be such Concaves as are last mention ’d.
40 . In all the abovementioned Glasses the fame Ape j
^
ture , Thickness , and focal Distance is supposed, as>
arising
Figure
the
but
nothing
in
differ
they
that
the various Magnitude and Position of their Radii r
spectively. But after all, since, as we have strewn, 1^
Aberration caused by the Figure bears so small a Pr
portion to that by the different Refrangibility of
the Perfection of refracting Telescopes becomes de>?^
rate, and can only admit of Improvement by incr®*1
^
ing their Length .
*^
com®
of
became
Telescopes
long
41. From hence
Use ; and so great were the Improvements of this S° ’
that for vsowing the celestial Bodies the Tube of
Tel esifff

Optics,

foument , in which B E is a large reflecting
^irrour , with a Hole in the Middle G D.
This
Telest

DyE C0P^ Was thrown aside, and a Method
invented
aU(j uSen ius ot managing them with much
greater
0b .°la greater Length . For he contrived to fixEase,
the
dirgxih'Glass upon the Top of a long upright
Pole, and
Sim » . lts Axis towards any ' Object by means
of a
be]0 Ine c°ming down from the Glass to the EyeGlass
Tp„w; In this Manner were Telescopes made
to the
enSth os 123 Feet.
Wig2' These*'■' were called
Alt 's int Telescopes,
Aerial
J. CtCjtV£/CJ) S?. being used
•*7'' llKf* in oLdJJCU
Ho rV *\ )1rrV
*f • Tor t hf*TTff*
Cif n J u he
is n ' a Tube
in a dark
Night ; for the
Use of a Tube
Pari; only to direct the Glasses, but also to
the
forifk
• .
where the Images of Objects are make
formed ;
ougbj.1 olesoopes, as well as in the Camera Obscura,
tyG to have no other Light come to the Eye we
than
^ r°ad' r0Cee^ S br0:n the Pictures made of the
Objects
scQ
t ^' In order to understand in what Proportion
m
are to be lengthened , so that they shall Telcmagnify
str-T proposed Degree with the same
Distinctness and
os the Object , we are to consider, that the
7%a m,slness of Vision consists in this, that the
sensible
ImQ*°f a head Point in the Qbje£t is:noi a Point
in ike
I^oint’ ^ut a cl rcular Area -, and that two
contiguous
Itu aas *n the
Object make two of those Areas in the
those'e’ whose Centres are contiguous ; and therefore
aS v
t>th er tv£° Areas are mixed almost entirely
with each
Objek . Representation of the said two Points in
the
4 . 's not distinct but confused.
other p - fIslce tb*S 1S
Cafe with respect to every
°‘ nt in the Object , ’tis
evident there will be a
ost|le res° so many Points of an Object in every
vs c°nfufed Picture , as there are Points in the Point
Circle
Abe rj.eiTa^ on} since the Centre
of any one Circle of
rat ion atl °u Will
> covered by all
Circles of AbersirstT w hofe Centres fall within other
' the Perimeter of the
sucu^ onod Circle ; or, in other Words ,
will
Vn a Number of Points in the Object theye
mixed in
V°L III .
F
any

&6
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TKis Mirrour receives the Rays ac , b 4
coming from the Object at a Distance , al^
refle# ?
any one Point in the confused Image, as is proportion3*
to the Area of the Circle of Aberration.
45 . Hence, since this confused Representation of
veral Points in one is impressed on the Retina by ^
Eye -GIafs, and from thence conveyed to the Comrn0!1
Sensory, it appears that the IndiJlinClncfs of an ObjeA !>
as the Area of a Circle of Aberration in the Focus of^
Telescope
, or as the Square of its Diameter.
46 . To illustrate this Matter , let A be a given Poinb
Plate
XI A- II B C an Object -Glass of a Telescope, B C A a Pen cl
of Rays
from the Point upon the Glass ; es^
Fig, 5. Ray , ABcoming
, AC , will be so refracted through the Le* 15!
as that the most refrangible Part of each will meet s**^
intersect each other in the Point F in the Axis , the rA3'1
refrangible Part will go to c, and the least refrangi^ e
Part will meet and intersect the most refrangible
each Side in the Points D and E ; therefore DE '*'j
be the Diameter of the confused Image or Circle 0
Aberrations a D b E , and c its Centre.
47 . Let H I be the Eye -Glass, and G its Cent*’®'
then will the Angle DGE be that under which w
, Circle of Aberrations is seen at the Eye-Glass, and eojr
sequently at the Eye, ( as we have strewn already).
this Angle is as the Subtense D E directly, and as £
ph.

Perpendicular G e inversely, that is, D G E is as
for it increases as D E increases while G c remains

fame, and as G c decreases while DE is conssa*
1^,’
wherefore, since D E is always as the Angle D 6 3>
’
DE
DE 1 . „
we have D E
and Ib D
ButD 1

G *’ ..

’ Gct

is as the Area of the Circle of
Aberration-, and th er. {
fore as the Indistinctness of Vision ; consequently, f j
apparent Indistinctness of a given Object will b®*
D sip
Gl r *

P T I C So

^flects them converging to its Focus e,
■^ here they cross each other; aiid form the
inverted
tj ' ^ beresofe tKe Distinctness of Vision will be
as
33l?i 5 or, because DE - A C B the Diameter of
the
A
t^ie Object - Glass, therefore D E 2- will be
; and so the Distinctness of a given Object
w/11
af s be as
, that is, as the Square of the fled
ihfry ™ the Eye- Glass directly, and a' s the Square of
. laf eter or Area of the Aperture inversely.
, 9* tf then in any one refracting Telescope the
Dif^ ness of an Object be represented by

arid in.

Z other Telescope of the same Sort by -£Tql ihen
G
G ct
BQp=:
we have B C 1 X O c —

if

and therefore BC : SC ::

f' G
'■ c\ soft is, two refracting
%af Anally distinct, when the Diarmters of th !
il ^ hfa - GlaJfes are as the focal Distances of
; 50 ? i ri restecting Telescopes theDiameter

the

of tKe

by

Circle

^Aberrations wasPQ .tr -^ p = gso ( suPPosinS D —
4 *Diameter
of the Sphere ; fee Article 24.) whence
^
g . Let F i focal Distariceof the Eye - Glast,
D 4p
^en the Indistinctness
of Vision will he ds

q * ^
»■(

^ 47.1
“ D ^ XT
* fame
,
Si .' Therefore
. another
if 7the
^ Tel °Parts- in
ft
°Pe of this Sort be represented by ^ -V.
FD* X F\ ;

F st

and

O p t i 0 8.
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inverted Image IM . xy is a small concT
■Mirrour, whose Focus is at f t at a
Distal1,c<
and since the Distinctness

in each

will be as

D *P

D ^F%
then if we suppose the Object seen equally
tinct

in

both , we shall have D +P x X y15 D * F

ZI.z

. th’1
D x ' D .' /
is, Resecting Telescopes Jhew an Object equally dif ^p
when the focal Distances of the Eye- Glaffes are aS.u
Cubes of the Diameters of the large Specula or Objeff' *'
tals, divided by the Square of the Diameter of the Sp^fr
to which they are ground, or by the Square.of the faced ™
tance.of the Metals.
.(
52. In any Telescope, ' or Double Microscope, f j
Brightness of a given Image will be as the' Quantity ,t
Light by which it isstietvrs; that is, as the Area off
Aperture of the Object -Glass, or as the Square of
Diameter .
,y
53. Also, if the Area of the Aperture of an Obj£ ^
Glass be given, the Brightness of the Image wifi ^
inversely as its Area, or Square of its Diameter „
Breadth : For the less the Area .of the Picture is,
greater will be its Brightness by the fame Quantity
Li ght .
f M
54 . Therefore when neither the Apertures of ;
Glasses nor the Amplifications of the Picture are gh'Z
or the fame, the Brightness is as the Square of j
Diameter of the Apertures directly, and the Squ3se
the linear Dimensions of the Pictures inversely.
.4
55. Hence in all Sortff of Telescopes a given 0 ^1^
appears equally bright , when the Diameters of 1,
Apertures are as the linear Dimensions of the Pictu^ '
But the Picture is larger as the focal Distances of
Object - Glasses is so, and also as the focal Distanct 0{
the Eye-Glass is less; therefore the linear Dimensions
Pictures are as the focal Distances of the Object -GP . ,
or D 1 F y3 — Zri Fy *. Hence

F : F ::

dire#1"

0

j)Ce

&
(V
st -'

'i
0
brf
P>
s'
st,

■r
; st
0
0
I¥
r*
st
st
st
0
st

V
-st'

st,

st 1
JP
st’
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^stance from the Image. By this Means
Rays coming from the Images are reb flected
•ire% , and as the focal Distances of the Eye -Glasses
'tersely . Let these be represented by F and F, and
, / > in any two Telescopes ; let D , d, be the Diamersf° the Apertures, and L , /, the linear Dimensions
r°fth e Pict Ur
ares ; then we have D : d L
::
He
f / '

"L
°H
tt r “r '

-

H
I, as f
J4 .) (bec» ft L = J
J the last) therefore if D or f be each increased in any
s£ tl0> the Distinctness will remain the same as before,
J,f
f' 49-) and the linear Dimensions of the Image
as n l dim in>slrcd in the fame Ratio , (sinceL is inversely
i f[ but the Brightness of the Image will be ^ creased
0 quadruplicate Ratio of what it had besom I o ,
oivl7' S"PP0se F or the focal Length of th.e Telefc p
L.is 'b then the Brightness of the Picture will be m this
p e as 1L L - and if D and f he increased each in the
(3 10 of i to’ m, then will the Brightness be in this
n e us in" si)- st rd- D
— 1 f 1so ;
that the former.
*nShtness i s to this as D 1 st toD * st m\ that is, as I
to If * which Ratio is quadruplicate of the Ratio I
s8- Because we had D : ^ , or D f : F , when Objects
£ ear estua!ly bright , (by Art. ZZ-) and when they are
the7r squally distinct we had D : f (hy
49,) *
tW 6 Aie in refracting Telescopes of various Lengths,
dist- 9H ects may appear equally bright and equaliy
‘nct5i t js requisite t si at si)1F; , and f1 F: , or that
(ilr f ;i
that is, the Diameter of the Aperture and
the l 3ef ocni l ength of the Eye- Glass should each he a:
f* iepope%
fmre . Root of the focal Distance er Length of the
F 3
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flected back through the central Hole C $
of the large Mirrour , where they fall ofl
' •
.

'

'

'

‘

59. In this £ ase likewise the linear Dimensions of ^f
P ttture
'
ar Image are in the fame fubduplkate R.atio of ',
Length of the Telescope
\ because, as was-shewn, (Art . \
the linear Dimensions are directly as the Diameter of
Aperture , which is here strewn to be as the Square R°°
of the Length of the Telescope .
.
60 . In reflecting Telescopes, when the Distinctly
is given, we have F : ~ -, and therefore^ 3D
: 2F.
Article 51.) Also when the Brightness is given we have/'
^ , (Art. 55 . ) therefore F : —. Hence , when the

f

v'

y

tinctnefs and Brightness are both given, we have 'j
IT
(D 1 F)
ory 4 D
: 3, ory : D r*

3.

D
61. The linear Dimensions of the Picture —
v?c{6
F
as yy that is, in this Cafe, ^ : D, , and therefore $’
. .. .
x
FD | ; whence F : ff . : D
jjr : D 2. Hence in resetting
scopes of different Lengths a given Objett will apffL
■equally distinct and bright, when the Diameters of
the-™e
j ect- Metals are as the Biquadrate Roots of the Cubes v
the Diameters of the Spheres, or focal Lengths of the Sfe
tula or
; , 'when the focal Distances of the Eye- Glajfes#] ■
as the Biquadrate Rooi of the focal Distance of the Spe& .
62 . According to the. Theorems in Art. 48 , 49,
genius

calculated a Table of the linear Aperture of £\

Object -plass , the focal Distance of the Eye - Glass,
the linear Amplification or magnifying Power of £^
Telescope from one which he found by Experience
constructed in the best Manner . I have
reduced
Rhinland Measures to English Feet , Inches , and VcC>
'
thai Parts , as follows,
' j
:
■
>■ '

flCS:

Optics,
e plano -convex Lens W X , and are by
converged to a Focus, and there form a
second
Focal Linear AFocal
& i/lance perture of Distance of Magnify¬
fs the the Objett- the Eye- ing Pow¬
Ubjeft- Glass.
er.
Glass.
Glafs.

Feet. Inch. Dec. Inch. Dec.
I
0,605
o,545
2
0,84
0,76
3
1,04
0,94
4
1,08
1,18
S
1,21
1,33
6
1,45
1,32
7
1,58
i,43
8
1,69
i,53
9
1,62
ii7 8
10
1,88
T7 1
15
2,10
2,30
20
2,68
2,43
30
3,oo
3,28
40
3,43
3,76
50
4,20
3,84
60
4,20
4,60
70
4,55
5,oo
80
5,35
4,83
90
5,i 5
5,65
too
5,4-0
5,95
120
6,52
5,9°

20
27,6
33,5
39,5
44
49
53
55
59
6?
76
88
108
125
140
152

164
176
187
197
216

6■
> c•
fr°ih th ‘
It: has beep shewn that the Errors arising
Suenrp?if 1: rHefrangibility
of Rays , and of Consc~
!cop es Indistinctness
• ®
of Vision by refracting Teleeo me * s 0 ^ e!T great , a Question may be put , How it
disti n<
o 0 Pa*s Objects appear through such Telescopes fa
hecqup a^tbey do ? To which it may be anfwer’d, ’Tis
e the errafic Rays are not uniformly scatter’d over
F 4
all

second Image R S, very large and ere# '
which is viewed by a Meniscus Eye- Gtp

-it

all the Area of the Circle of Aberration , but
collects
infinitely more densely in the Centre than in any othc( ;
Part of that circular Space, growing rarer and rarer t°'
j
wards the Circumference , where, in Comparison, tW ■
are infinitely rare, and affect not the Sense any wbeff
but in the Centre , and very near it , on that Account - \
;
64. ’Tis farther to be observed, that the most lunU'j |
nous of all the Prismatic Colours arc,the Yellow sn®
j
the Orange ; these effect the Senses more strongly th*11
* j
all the rest put together ; and next to
in Strongs j
are the Red and Green , The Bluethese
compared v/b*" |
these is a faint and dark Colour , -and the Indigo an
Violet are much darker and fainter ; so that these, cost1' }'
pared with the stronger Colours, are little to be r6' ■
garded,
65 . The Images of Objects are therefore to be plated, §
not in the Focus of the mean refrangible Ravs , whic^
are in the Confine of Green and Blue, but in the Foc <-‘5 i
of those Rays which are in the Middle of the Orang®and Yellow , there where the Colour is most luminous !
!
and fulgent ; that is, the brightest Yellow , that Yell0^
1
which ' inclines more to Orange than to Green .
*■
6b. '.Now it has been strewn (Ahnot. CXVIII . Y-)
that the Diameter of the Circle in which both tboi® >
1
Colours will be contained is but the 260th Part of th® 1
Diameter of the Aperture of the Object ;
j
farther , about | of the brighter Halves of Glass
the Red
|
Green (on each Side) will fail within this Circle, aNv ;
the remaining i without it, which will be spread
ov& !
twice the Space nearly, and therefore become mush .
rarer . Of the other Half of the Red and Green , abotst ;
r
one Quarter will fall within this Circle, and I without
f
and be spread through four or five times the Space, at>d
i
therefore become much rarer. Also this extreme
Red *
and Green is much rarer and darker than the oth er
Parts of the fame Colours ; and the Blue and Viol et
X

bein£ ;
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^2 by the Eye at P, through a very small
Hole in the End of the Eye - Piece YCD

7t.
If

tc, ng

rtiuch darker Colours than these, and more ravisied,

maJ be quite neglected.
T
r.
p . 7- Hence the sensible confused Image of a lucid
10lr >tiSsca rce broader than a Circle whose Diameter is
T 260th Part of that of the Aperture of the G a(s,
vj *®exce pt the dark misty Light romid about , which
T, scarce'sard
'
. And therefore in a Telescope whose
aperture jS * I nc hes and Length too Feet , it exceeds
ShT
3" ;Length
and’in20
a Telescope
AP^be about
ure 1?
> ches,°rand
or 30 Feet whose
, it may
V
b , and scarce above. And this answers well to
_P enen ce ; f or it ; s observable that in Telescopes of
long, ~the Diameters of the I ixed Star?
y Pe0rar30to Feet
Kp-.i-_
8r ° I0*,'. be about 5" or si' , or at most not more than
Point to^vW we si>PP° sc the sensible Image of;!a lucid
0 be even a 250th Part of the Diameter of the

jPerture of the Gstai's, yet ^ ^ herlcst Figures
^

»>

the

o, of ,aoo to I. (See * >■- ° >,,J

.f - i»ou* * *# £ &

foxisthe
Refrangi
7to pasett
r ^ Vision
J nd°' nt>
this but
alone
the various
invincible
Obstacle1>

V any reftaHing Instruments .
.r ctino-Telescope Plate
•
The magnifyin<r Power of a r <_ oF(V1afs and XL VII,
^u s estimated. 5 Let A B be the Object -Glass ^
Fig . 6,
llav the Lyc-Glals ; and let H * 1 0f a distant Obpouring from the extreme I arts
F of the
k >. and crossing each other in the
___ x y jyj rh .it
ClassA
tz. the
Thcn
is the appears
Angleto
G the
F Mnaked
- J F)
*
bet
which
Object

l * M = c K D is that

under which the

1^Lnisied by the Eye-Glass C D -

Ima^ ^
u

* E M is to the Angle IF M as L F to L b ,

-{he
focal

74
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If the first Lens W'X were taken
the Image would be formed somewhat

larg

es

focal Distance of the Qbjeil-Glafs to the focal Diflanctsf.
the Eye- Glass-, and in that Proportion is the Obj'3
magnified, as was observed before in Art. 55 .
Plate
70. The magnifying Power of a reflecting Telesc°P^
XLVII. is thus computed. The parallel Rays K B and L E aI
Fig . 7- reflected by the large Object -Metal A F to its Focus
where the Image I M is formed ; which Image is
fined by two other Rays N Q _, P Q_, coming from m
extreme Parts of the Object at a remote Distance , a£l
meeting in the Centre of the large Speculum at Qj %
it has been Ihewn that the Object and its Image b<A
appear under the fame Angle from the Vertex of ***
Mirrour . (Annot. CXXV .)
71. Now if f be the Focus of the small Mirs®/
G H , supposing the Image were formed in the said f
cuss that
(
is, that both the Foci a and f were co**1!"
cident ) then the Rays proceeding from the Image I IV*
will proceed parallel after Reflection, and produce d*_
tinct Vision of the Image, which will then subtend ®
Angle IO M at the Centre O of the Speculum G/ ?‘
which is to the Angle I Q_M , under which the O'L
ject appears to the naked Eye , as a Q_to a O or/ So that the magnifying Power would in this Cafe be 3
iQ.
fO
72. But to increase this magnifying Power th?
Image I 'M is not placed
’ ’ in
' the
’ Focus
^
of the small
Culum, but at a small Distance beyond it ; by wh1^
means the Rays coming from the Image to the Specula
G H will be reflected converging to a distant Focus jV
where a secondary large Image I ]\4 is fprmed from £=
first Image I M ; which Image IM is seen under 1
same Angle IQ Jlf with the former from the Centre of 1y
Speculum G H, but from the Centre of the Eye' . 3
T V it is seen under the large Angle IS M . " But £i!;
Angle IS M is to the Angle 10 M O
R to S >’
where-51
-''

o HIC

§.

Mg but
;
tbe Area, or Scope, would be
■e &> aud therefore the View not so pleasant.
'
At
before

the second Ratio or Part of the magni-

Power is that of Tfrr -73- Consequently , the whole magnifying Power of
T elescope is
X
(because in this Cafe J 'O
^
o O}. Or , in other Words, the Angle N QJP,
t° ti'rh^ ^ the Object appears to the naked Eye, is
sec e Angle / S M , under which the large magnified
stdary Image IM appears to the Eye through the
7e~Qlass as ~~ ~ Such.

is the Theory of the

Tel aOXSR

•

f0ree C0PCfirst contrived by Dr . J . Gregorie, and there¬
in Ca st’d the Gregorian Telescope; but it received its last
cnif °Vement horn the late Mr . Hadley-, and is now in
^ -Non Use.
■ ■■ ' ■
t^^ tr A small Alteration was made in the Structure of
3 e^ ^-° Pe by hdr . Cassegrain, viz . in using a con-

bl0v^Pecu^um ^ H , instead of the concave one G H.
See they
^
are equally spherical, that is* if they are
Vi rtu ® nts of
the fame Sphere, then will f be also the
'Iv a Eocus of the convex G H ,- and if all other
VifJ1^ remain the fame, the first Image I M will be
jvilp Jr t|1e fame as before,, and the last Image 1JTE
^ really- the fame ; so that the magnifying Power
Form
equ,i

of the

Telescope is °
'

■'

aUX

c • which
,
SR

is

•

jbat^ ’■ of Gregorie’s Form.
1 ffo'i, . ^ Fnce to shew this , is a curious Proposition,
VT
l et r. i? IVC the following easy Demonstration thereof,
one , , be a concave Speculum , and E C a convex big - «•
c°Uim otsl described with the same Radius C D , on the
di Us
Axis LCD. The Point N , bisecting the RaLet t v
be the Solar Focus to each Speculum,
a radiant Point , from whence a Ray FH is
-

'

incident

Opt

i g s.

At TV is placed a circular Piece of Brass*
with a Hole of a proper Size to circuMscrib®

Piate
XLVII.
fig . 9-

incident upon the concave Mirrour in H , or to which
the Ray K E incident upon the convex Mirrour tends j.
both thole Rays will be reflected to the fame Point B <
the Axis, and in the fame Line E B. Lastly, let G *
be an Object ; the Image thereof a b formed by the
Concave is equal to the Image A B made by the Colt'
df
vex, This is evident from the Theorems —rxNl2 d A'
dk
zz f yand - —^ —f, those Specula respectively,
76. For as d = FC , C B = f in the Convex ,• &
In the Concave let F D = D, and D B zz F ; and the"
we have in the former d 2:
d + r \ r, and in, the lat'
ter D : F ■■r —? %D : r, But D — d s- r , therefol'3
%J) zz. 2 d2
r ,• whence r — 2 D ~ 2 d
r, coiff2"’
quently dD
: F ; that is, CF : CB :: DF : D $ '
But the Object and Image are to each other in the faN^
Ratio in either Glass ; and therefore since the Obje"
is the fame in both, the Image will be so likewise,
A B ~ a b.
77- Sir Isaac Newton ordered this Telescope to
made in a different Form or Manner , as follows. A f
C E) was a large octagonal Tube or Cafe ; E F a large
polished Speculum , tvhofe Focus is at a ; G H a plai lS
Speculum truly concenter ’d, and fixed at half a Rig^
Angle with the Axis of the large one. Then paralld
Rays a E , h F , incident on the large Speculum E f»
instead of being reflected to the Focus 0, were Intel'
cepted by the small plane Speculum GH , and by itt e>
flected towards a Hole ed in the Side of the Tub ?,
eroding each other in the Point O , which is now th®
true focal Point 5 and from thence they proceed to
Eye -Glass es placed in that Hole, whose focal IA*'
tance is very small, and therefore the Power of magn*'
fying may be very great in this Form of the Telescope '
because the Image IM is made by one Reflection,
thA

Optics*
ribe the Image , and cut off all superfluous
0r extraneous Rays , that so the Object may
aPpear as distinct as possible.
As the Image is formed by Reflection,
tbe R ays of
every Sort will be united
Nearly in one Point , and will therefore adof an Eye - Glass YZ of a deep Charge,
0r small focal Distance ; and so the Power
°s magnifying will be proportionally greatCr5 for it will be in a Proportion com¬
fc

pounded of

eG and kt

if only one Eye-

^ lal's Y 2 be used. Thus , in Numbers*
uPpose Of —i2 Inches , ^ G — Z,d » O k
-

0
i8 __
l8 >12and k t - i ; then will —- x —
*—
216

thjjt c

Ra
t^ie P^ ane Speculum only alters the Course of the
*>nd ’ an<^ adds nothing to the Confusion of the Image)
for
Of ^1W>11
bear
* AV
" -- that
being vjew’d by a Glass
*lxu ‘- Reason
Jvcuiun
ucm
forinM^ y ^eYP Charge , in comparison of an Image
, y differently refrangible Rays.
fcf( ‘ ^ h's Telescope is a very good one, as to its Efc0m or Performance , but is not so commodious for
the.!!-011
as those of the Gregorian Form , and is
l^ tefore now pretiy much laid aside. They who would
fe,
e a larger Account hereof may consult Sir Isaac s Uptic,
and several Philosophical Tsransaftiom, where he der‘bes it at large, and the Reasons which induced him
>? snake choice of this Structure rather than that of
U Gregorie: Or fee a compendious Account of the
hole
u pti Ci.iu the last Edition of Dr . Gregorie's-Elements of

= 61,71 nearly ; whence by such ®
Z,5 ^
Telescope the Length of an Object will
magnified 5° times, the Surface 2500 tim eS’
and the Solidity 125000 times ; yet ^
Telescope not above 20 Ihches long ; ^
Effect equal to that of a refracting T.e^ "
scope 16 Feet in 'Length*
As to the Camera Obscura, and
Lanthorn, they both perform their Effe^
by a single Lens ; the former being old/
the Object -Glass of a long Telescope
plied in a &clop trie Ball to the Hole of ?
Window - Shutter in a darken ’d Rood1>
which gives a lively Picture of all the 0 ^'
jects which lie before it, in true Persp^
tive , but in an inverted Position, on a wld te
Sheet or Plane held at the focal Distal 6
of the said Glass : And on the other ha#1d>
the Magic Lanthorn is only a large Con ve^
Lens , with a short Focal Distance , wh*c
by being placed at a proper Distal
from small transparent - colour’d Pictures °*
Figures , forms a large and furprizl 1^
Image thereof at a great Distance;
order to which , it is necessary to iH l1
minate them very strongly with ^
Light of the Candle thrown on them

another

o?
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pother very large and very convex Lens

CXXIX).

6

7
The

I . The Camera

Obscura

, or Darken 'd

*s made after two different Methods ; one is the
pt^ Ura Camera or Darken ’d Chamber at large, and
U,
so call’d ; that is, any large Room or Chamber
t]j e as _dark as possible, so as to exclude all Light but
J^al]^ hich is to pass through the Hole and Lens in the
fixed in the Window of the said Room.
pi
other is in small, and made in
Ways,
°f a Box, a Book whose Sides foldvarious
out , OVw for
ta|,. nveniency of carrying it from Place to Place , for
or p £ an Optic View in Picture of any proposed Place
call> art of the Country , Town , £sV. and hence it is
a the Portable Camera Obscure
;.
*hitprhe following Particulars are to be attended to in
bep Philosophical Contrivance . Firji, That the Lens
^ .xtremely good, or free from any Veins , Blebs, on
lc fi may distort and blemish the
Picture.
^4.' Secondly
, That the Lens be always placed directly
the Object whose Picture you would have per^7 sorm’d to contemplate ; for if the Glass has any
k er Position to the Object , the Image
will be very
Effect, indistinct, and confused.
sjJ ' Thirdly, Care ought to be taken, that the Ball be'
kf ier| tlv large, and the Frame in which it is placed
tfjj.soo thick , that so there may be sufficient Room for
t‘ie
every Way , to take in as many ObeQ's possible
^
, and to render the Use thereof most
JWeat.
] Fourthly, The Lens ought to be of a just Magnibe 0r Aperture ; for if it be too small, the Image will
^
i , and
tj^
« **'• the
mu minute
bsoure
t n 11i ci vv- Parts
a m w not visible at a
Dil5e for
Isok
^°r want of requisite Light.
Light . On the other hand,
A nprf-nrp. be
^ be Aperture
hp too
tr^ large,
fog the Image will be confused,
confused^
become indistinct by too much Light.
Hfjst Therefore
" , *- tjtutj
-- -- jf
, n jjy
wj xExperience I m.u
find that
6 jy-Perture of %Inches Diameter is best for a Lens of
focal Distance, I know (from what has been
so the last Annotation) that the Diameter of any"
other

Optics.
TH E Solar Microscope is of the fame K-i11

. with the Magic Lanthorn ; only here ^ ■
Object5 ;
other Lens of a different focal*Distance ought to be ^
the subduplicate Ratio of 6 to the said focal Distal1^’
that the Object , or its Image rather, may be equal'
bright and distinct in both.
8. Sixthly, We ought not to attempt to exhibit a Pf
ture of Objects in a dark Room, unless the Sun (h's [
upon or strongly illuminates the Objects ; for mere list
light is not sufficient for this Purpose, the greatest BeaHJj
in this Phænomenon being the exquisite Appearance a1’
Contrast of Light and Shadows, none of which cS ;
appear but from an Object placed in the Sun Bean 15!
without which every thing looks dark and dull , afl
makes a disagreeable Figure.
g. Therefore , Seventhly
, the Window , or that
of the Room where the Scioptric Ball is used, ought 10
look towards that Quarter directly upon which the S^1'
shines, that so the illuminated Sides of Objects may s' ;
sent themselves to the Lens, and appear more gloria 5;
in the Picture .
. j
10. Eighthly, Hence it is easy to infer, that the be j
Time of the Day for this Experiment is about No0!’ !
because the Sun-Beams are then strongest, and of coso1 •
the Picture most luminous and distinct : Also that
North Window is the best ; though for viewing s
Shadows in greatest Perfection , an East or West W' 11
*
dow will answer the End best.
11. Ninthly, As the Image is formed only by tbJ
reflected Rays of the Sun, so due Care should be take”
that none of the Sun’s direct Rays fall on the Lens st
the Window ; for if they do, they will, by mixing "'>t.
the former, greatly disturb the Picture , ant! render 1
very confused and unpleasant to view.
12 . Tenthly,

As

white

Bodies

reflect

the incident

Rst' S

most copiously, and black ones absorb them most ; so t0,
■make the Picture most perfect it ought to be receiv ed

upon a very white Surface, as Paper, a painted Cso^ ’

Wall, £2V
. bordered round with Black, that so s

collated
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Optics.

Ejects are very small, and strongly en’Shten’d by the Sun through a concave
Lens;
Rays which come from on each Side the Ob^ R*fted, and not suffered to disturb the Pic, ^ Reflection.
These are the necessary Precautions for the due
rn Crit
_in2 of the various Circumstances of this Experin ‘ 1 shall now enumerate
the several principal Phœos the Dark Chamber . The Firjl of which is,
an e an exa<st and every-way similar Image is formed of
all j>Xt.ernal Object ; for Pencils of Rays coming from
o'ots of the Object will represent those Points in
aiijj banner and Position as will be very proportional
tai. 0rre sp° ndent to their respective Positions and DisHa]j f In the Object , so that the Whole in the Image
in p, ear an exact Similitude or Likeness of the Object
;VeT Respect.
'
■
be ar^’. The Second Phcenomenon is, that the
Image will
Sup ^ same Proportion to the Object , whether a Line,
tefi r^ies , or Solid, as their Distances from the Glass
rel at-C lve ty : This is evident from what has
been said
laro. ln®to the Effect of a convex Lens .
Hence the
\v;fj eij the focal Distance of the Glass, the more ample
Willb 6 Picture
^
os the same Object , hut the less
Vj ewe the Space or Compass of the Plan or
perspective
R&u'r The Third Phcenomenonis , that the Image or
t^le Object is inverted-, and this is not the
Ilole the
Glass, but the crossing of the Rays in the
Very r hr°ugh which they pass into the Room ;
for if a
darke^ j ^ " t»le were made in the Window -Shutter of a
inv n a Room, the Objects without would be all seen
t/1°R which come from the upper Part of the
Wwg1' §° ng to the lower Part of the Image, and vice
'ftftin'ct
that the Glass does is to render the Image
)>i0 y
converging the Rays of every Pencil to their
fteinT l °Cus ’ n tfte Picture , the Position of each Point
the sa me as before.
G
rb . The

8
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Lens ; they are also magnified by a sin*1*
Lens of a very short Focal Distance, th^

the
st.

16. The Fourth Phanomenon is the Motion or Re,
of the several Parts of the Picture , according as tM
of the Object are in either State. The Reason of
-is very obvious ; and this it is that gives Life and Sp’
rit to the Painting and Portraits of Nature , and is ^
only Particular inimitable by Art . And indeed a rsl°s
critical Idea may be formed of any Movement in th®
Picture of a darken’d Room, than from observing
Motion of the^jObject itself : For Instance , a
■walking in a Picture appears to have an undulat'1^
Motion , or to rife up and down every Step he takf ’’
whereas nothing of this Kind is observed in the
himself, as viewed by the bare Eye.
17. The Fifth Phenomenon is the Colouring os the Of
tic Picture ;every Piece of Imagery has its proper T >^
and Colours, and those always heighten’d and rende1^
more intense than in the Object ; so that in this Resp®{
it is an Improvement of Nature itself, whereas the h,
of the greatest Master can only pretend to a distant ^
semblance and faint Imitation . The Reason why O
Image is coloured is because the several Points of tac
Object reflecting several Sorts of coiour’d Rays to
Glass, those Rays will give a Representation of tl>§
several Points respectively, and in. their own Col oll's!
and therefore in those of the Object ; but those Colo 11
^
will be heighten’d, because they are crouded into a ^
Space.
18. The Sixth Phenomenon is the Clara Oscv.ro1 j
the Italians call it ; that is, the Intensity of Light al\
Shadow in the Picture : And this, as well as the 0°
louring , is greatly heighten’d above what it is in £
Object , by reason of the lesser Area of the Pict 11
^
Here every Light and every Shade is express’d in ’
proper Degree, from the most brilliant in the one*
the most jetty black of the other, inclusive of a v*'01!
derful Variety in the' several Parts , arising from the d
ferent Situations of the several Parts of the Obj^ j
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ti

8Z

ma^
thrown large and dis7 ° n the opposite Wall of a darken ’d
Room :

ti°n of ^l^orent Angles of Reflection. A just Imitado Ws j
atUre in the Distribution of Light and ShaFaintin^ ^etdlaPs the most difficult Part of the Art of
In
and on which its greatest Perfection depends,
or p 6 ^eVenth Phenomenon is the Optical Perspec0r on a p ^opction of the Image, which is not in Piano,
face des0, ■ane’ as in common Perspective, but on a Surits
nbe_d by the Revolution of a Conic SeSiion about
Cxxv ’ as *s evident from what.was observed in Annot.
tace jSt ‘
herefore, though in general a plane Sur^stntat ’"1 GU^e and
may do very well in large ReQCeCan£ **>yet in smaller ones, as those of the Portture con^ i ^ ‘Snecessary, to have the Image or Picre cei Vec
j ^ eat> or every where well defined, that it be
sUc has ;Uf° nhe'■ Surface of an Elliptic Figure, and
put tfi;sS- o>ted to the middle Distance of the Objects.
pig5 ^ ls a Nicety which few will think worth regardin Whato ^o not aim at a very great Accuracy indeed
20.1y hey do.
^at mav K ^ hnissi this Subject with an Observation
ahd tfiaj . useful to Persons concerned in Drawing,
focal D/n ,S’ '^ >at rf an Objeii le placed just twice the
^ Orrned^ ncff rom the Glass without, the Image willie
^■
„ , r^ fame
the
Ot°om
- J ana
r. . . Distance
... -Ifrom the
, . Glass
-. J - within
>o
; ect? itseif °nJecluenth will le equal in Magnitude to the
. o/v ,
Truth of this is demonstrated
demonstrai in
Annot.

C }CXV

.

r i,

c 21- Although every Thing that has been faid^ t^ e
stood"
0have
bscura
ls P lain enough m it e
the Plate
od’0Iyet
as h—
a Representation
thereof may taci_
,r?Q,ea»
-■
wfivi si ere jw,
^
^.fre given a Diagram for that Purpose; XLIX.
; F a dark^ ,!v S the ProsPect of a House, Trees,c.& f; £ . i.
? the p/^
or Camera Obscura;on one Side
y a cony^ T ' Jrf . ° the said View inverted, formed
ot her Side I ^ss^ns in the Ball fixed before a Hole in the
^Ore rema:n at All
/ •
which is so easy that nothing
s to be said to explain
exulain it.
G 2

Optics.
Room : Which , if well perform ’d, is
of the most exquisitely curious and
delightfully surprizing Effects that can ^
produced by any Optical Instrument wh ^'
soever (CXXX ).
(CXXX ) i . The Solar

Telescope

and Sot*

Microscope

, as they ought to make a Part of 1*1
Amusement of every Virtuoso and Gentleman , so thy
deserve a particular Account , and the several Way* 1

Plate
XLIX.
Fig . 2.

which they are used merit a particular Description
which I shall illustrate by a Draught of each.
2. The Solar Telescope is applied to Use in . ^
following Manner . A B represents a Part of the W 11
’
dow-Shutter of a darken’d Room, C D the Fran1?’
which (by means of a Screw) contains the Sciop trl.
Ball E h , placed in a Hole of the said Shutter adapts
to its Size. This Ball is perforated with a Hole a&c‘
through the Middle ; on the Side be is screw’d into tj1
said Hole a Piece of Wood , and in that is screv/d
End of a common refracting Telescope G HI K ,
.
its Object -Glass G H , and one Eye-Glase at I K ; ^
the Tube is drawn out to such a Length , as that £
Focus of each Glass nra,v fall near the same Point . ,
3. This being done, the Telescope and Ball
moved -about in such manner as to receive the S11
*1
th*
Beams
perpendicularly
on
.. . »
V ** the Lens GH
VJ >1 ,, through
UUUUJ .
Lf
cylindric Hole of the Ball ; by this Glass they win ^
collected all in one circular Spot m, which is the Itn^
of the Sun . The Lens 1 K is to be moved nearer to ^
farther from the said Image m, as the Distance at wh |C
the Secondary Image of the Sun is to be formed reqaj s£ ?j
which is done by sliding the Tube I K L M backw^. ^
And forwards in the Tube LMNO.
Then
of ^
first Image of the Sun in will be formed a second Imae>
p Qg very large, luminous, and distinct.
^
4. In this Manner the Sun’s Face is view’d at a■'
time without Offence to weak Eyes ; and what®). .
Changes happen therein may be.duly observed. Wj
Spotswhich
(
make so rare an Appearance to the n, v)
Eye , or through a small Telescope in the common EV^
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, re hcrc all of
fcrved under allthem conspicuous, and
easy to be obtheir
Circumstances of
?Ppear, increase,
Beginning to
'?? of many into Division of one into many, the
urn one, the
Itl0n’
Magnitude , Decrease,
disappearance behind
Abothe
Sun’s Disk, Issr.
r, 5. By
Solar
, e Sun tothe
the best Telescope we also view an Eclipse
ot
•' this means to Advantage, as having it in our
Power
represent the Sun' s
arge as we
Face or. I) rizc as
please and
consequently
the Eclipse progrnonably conspicuous.
ddkmaybe so divided Also the Circle of
bv Lines and
the Sun ,
jy re°so that
Circles diawn
the Quantity of
the Eclipse
fe
may this be
estmiated
most
be Moments
of ^ Beginningexactly determined : A so
,
J f°t finding the
Middle , and
Longitude of the Place :
^other■
1 nines
Things
With sin<-relating
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tut -icio .
nf ..• *The
V
1 raniits
Olc Transits
of
,,
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.
.
Mercury
« be Sun are
.
and ^ ~oy
,.
exhibited most r Venus
delightfully Y
tT nL They will
here appear truly
and very black ■
round, well
their comparative
Dian
U ' on of their
Motion , the Times
of . . 0 p
with other
Particulars for
h thX and
Dlstance of the Sun determining^ * Pa
m0ie n ^

L-* *• ZSZ;**'"*'* I'
TctdlS;

JVsiZrw ,-w**

b^ utstully past
before the Face ot
of Rn0l!S S
Pectade according to the Sun , *
o
1 o !^ a"d
density . But thetheir various Deg . ee.
^ Clouda
beautiful Co oms o
surrounding the Sun, a
"d re ract.ng b'
«
atl y ' . Pbe
fine Azure of the
Sk)
,
aud r ari0Us dyes
jn c ,
of the Margins ti
of Clouds the
fin Coma' s, are
this way
t, CC? e Pri
inimitably expi e' s - Ha^
sniatic Colours of
nded here, make
so vanousiy
so noble Clouds
and delightful
ha^ c’ * have
a eorn^,
often
wonder’d to fee no
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nror . P ^ x
Painters , Whose
be Sun) are
Clouds (tho o
seldom or never
..
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tinged
11 those
or varies
natural Tints and
n ? ' b cannot
Colours .
here
y * nomcnon that I omit to mention a very it»ussual
observed
about ten Years
R 00m. The
y
Window looked ago
towards the
G 3
'
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West , and the Spire of Chichejier Cathedral was dii'e^|
before it, at the Distance of about 50 or 60 Yards,
used very often to divert myself in observing the pleat3 ^
Manner in which the Sun pass’d behind the Spire,
was eclipsed by it for some time ; for the Image of t }
Spire and Sun were very large, being made by a
of 12 Feet focal Distance. And once as I observed1
Occultation of the Sun behind the Spire, just as 1^
Disk difappear’d, I saw several small, bright , roU^
Bodies or Balls running towards the Sun from the da
Part of the Room, even to the Distance of 20 Inch
I .observed their Motion was a little irregular, but &
tilinear , and feem’d accelerated as they approach’d
Sun. These luminous Globules appear’d also on .
other Side of the Spire, and preceded the Sun, runn1
out into the dark Room, sometimes more, fometi^F
less together, in the fame manner as they followed 1
Sun at its Occultation . They appear’d to be in gesl^
ral about i s of an Inch in Diameter , and therefore
be very large luminous Globes in some Part of
Heavens, whose Light was extinguished by that of *£
Sun, so that they appeared not in open Daylight ; “
' whether of the Meteor-Kind , or what Sort of B°“
they might be, I could not conjecture,
9. The
Solar Microscope (said to be the Inv®
tion of Dr . Liburkun a. German) is a most curious *^,
provement in Optics, and deserves to be greatly val^ ^
as it is the best Method which Nature will admit of, ^
Art can furnish, for magnifying and exhibiting v
small transparent Objects to the View of Spectators,
10. To this End it has been contrived very cornd*,j
Plate
XLIX. diously in several different Forms , two of which I In ¬
Fig- 3- here illustrate by Diagrams . Tne first is as foll0^
AB is a Section of the Window - Shutter of a darkR °° ^
C D of the Frame containing a Scioptric Ball E F ?^
the Fore-part whereof is fcrew’d the Tube G I
at one End of which is a Lens G H, which by
verging the Sun Beams into a narrow Compass d .
strongly enlighten the small Object a b placed up°!l (
Slip of Glass or otherwise in the Part of the Tube N
where a Slit is made on each Side for that Purp^ j,
Within this Tube there slides another L »r« M , v'*1*
contains a small magnifying Lens m n. uv
ll ‘

■
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Tube IG H K one way

_y moving the exterior i yv
,
rec eive
and the other, the Glass G H will be r S ^.
most
the Rays
the• Sunthedirectly,
theret ^ Tu be
'ntensely
Object and
a b.
CM
beinrilluminate
»ofn-'
■^ 'stance ' ^f
backwards and forwards will adjust the
Object 6 °) tbe small Lens m n, so that the Image of the
Sijg Qp ^ ftall be made very distinct on the opposite
Intake wmi 3 001TI at O P ; and the Magnitude of the
the Le ' ° e t0 batof
^
the Object as its Distance from
as hac nS ni n *s t0 the Distance of the Object from it,
tz! tT ftewn in Annot
- CXXV.
of
, " us for Example
Suppose the focal Distance
at whirl,eriS^ ” t0 be i Inch = r, and let the Distance
if the L 111S placed brom the Object be 1,1 + d ,■then
ens be double , and equally convex ( as usual)
,
st
dr
no
ariCe of the Image will be ■
th,
b
.
”*
d
.
ftefore
Object - tbe Image will be no times larger than the
j w . ln ■
*n its linear Dimensiohs , and no X 11.0 e t0.^0. time,
.'“‘cs larger in Surface , and in Solidity it will
bx
Object ^ 110 X no = 1331000 times larger than the

Iticlr oca^ e Lens, instead of 1 Inch , were but § an
Ittiao-p0^^ Distance, then would the Diameter of the
twice as large , or 220 times larger than the
lor n ’ and the Superficies 4 times larger , viz. 4X
8 v ° = 48400 ; and the Solidity 8 times larger , nz.
ofV 33 IOOO= '10648000 , that is, above 10 Millions
, ,ne ®Jarger than the Object,
a Le Once more ; for very small Objects we may use
at th ns/ of an Inch focal Distance , and then the Image
j . jjya me Distance as before will be in Diameter 4 X
xp 440 times larger than the Object ; in Superficies,
(st y « ioo = 193600 times larger ; and in Solidity,
solin j 3Mo ° o = 85184000 times larger j that is , any
Inch mal1 Object will at the Distance of 9 Feet 2
mn, C?p by means of a Lens \ Inch focal Distance , be
cttifted above 85 Millions of times.
°f tn' r^r rnore directly thus : Let the focal Distance
tan 6 double Convex m n be .J
r , and let the DisCe at which the Image is formed he 12 Feet or 144
G 4
Ipohos
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Inches —/ ; then

rf
/—

r

-d ~ 0,2504 , which these'

fore may be taken for \ of an Inch ; consequently tbe
Distance of the Image is 576 times the Distance of £he
Object from the Lens , and so much larger will it
in Diameter, and in Surface it will be 576 X 576 -s
331776 times larger, and in Solidity it will be 576
576X576 = 191102976 times larger : Or , a st 153
.1
Blood-Globule , or other solid Particle , will be mags1'
sted above 191 Millions of times ; an Effect prodigso/’
and incredible to those who are not conversant wit*1
Glasses, or understand not the Rules of Optics.
.
16. If the linear Dimensions of the Image be nicest:
taken by a By-Stander with a graduated Scale of eqU3^
Parts , the Dimension of the Object will be known 0
course from the Distances of the Image and Object ft 0111
the Lens ; and in exceeding small Objects , such as thS
Pores of Cork , the Particles of Blood, Animalcula 1,1
Ssmine, &c. there is no other Way of measuring th®1?1
so well : And thus the Solar Microscope becomes a M1'
crotnetsr in the last Degree of possible Mensuration.
17. The Form of this Instrument , as it has be® 11
hitherto described, is that which I have contrived for rh)j
own Use, and for theirs who regard more the genet3
Convenience than the Grandeur of an Apparatus. Ho^ '
ever, that those of a different Taste may be gratify'
the common Form is to be very much commended >°
their Use ; of which it will be sussicient to give a bat
Description , illustrated by a Print.
18. This Instrument consists of several Parts , vizPlate L
a square Frame of Mahogany to be fixed to the Sbu££(^
Fig . x. of a Window by means of the Screws 1, 1. To th'5
Frame is applied a circular Collar B of the fame Wo <*j
with a Groove on its Periphery on the Outside, deno ££
by 2, 3. This Collar is connected by a Cat -Gut to th
Pulley 4 on the upper Part , which is turned round w
the Pin 5 within .' On one Part of the Collar, on th6
■Outside, is fastened by Hinges a Looking -Glass G ih ^
proper Frame, to which is fixed the jointed Wire 6, 7 ’
by which means, and the Screw H 8, it may be m3^e
to stand in an Angle more or less inclined to the Fraff 6'

vmsm
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*car
the ^--0l' ar s> fixed a Tube of Brass C,
Outside" hnches Diameter
^
; the End of which
throvk-n ’ as.a convex L ~ns 5 to collect the Sun- on the
Beams
t0vV
?.rds
'° 5r. the Glass G , and converging them
flidh lp. : acus
^
in the other Part , where D is a Tube
honi t!,n out
, to adjust the Object to a due Distance
is fctewV
! °CUS
' T 0 the End G of another Tube F
^inirip- th0^
^ *s on’5 Single Pocket
, contfie
0 Object to be magnified in Microscopes
a Slider ; and by
1’ubc f) CAiding
• ’.
on the small End E of the other
iq, -p, 11 *s brought to a due focal Distance,
W Mici- r great Atdfice and Conveniency of this
So°Miq Ue j? c°Pe is , that by means of
the
Glass
G
<Wlcn la ys of the Sun are made to go strait along the
the
°n it, 't -?1Parallel to the Floor , instead
of falling upGlass, a))(jU* ict A B denote a Section of the
Looking*C , bv the
Rays of the Sun impinging upon it
• 0nUheri 1C^
are reflected to the Lens D , and
to fog6c °nverged towards E to illuminate theObhvknC t ? a§niAed; so that the Beam of Light
nf of.,),E
m the Direction parallel to the Floor , goes
rTad
aa of
T- •“
inlS on
in the
* Ulley. llng
S
Oil it
1CIII
mi; Direction
- G . By
—, the
—
°y the , • the Glass is turned directly to
the Sun, and
Ptess’d nted Wire and Screw at H it is elevated or
dettfluired ° as to bring the Glass into the Position A B
l° the &W*lere the Angle of Incidence A C S is
equal
\ ruSian p gle of Reflection BCE . Mr .
Liburkun, a,
Method V en tleman, was the first who invented
this
IT -Glaf? ma gnifying Objects , but without the
Lookt' heory ’ tfthich was afterwards added to it.
The
tM sartle_
this Contrivance and the Magic Lanthorn is
Candje
here we make use of Sun- Beams instead
of file CmI,
and the Object and magnifying Lens
20 . A 4 u

Size -

have r,<)t ler toost egregious Contrivance of this
Sort

C;dls b\??v, ^ 1C ^ ate learned Dr . s’
Gravesande, which
Petty 0f I . Name of Heliostata
, from its Pror °'b viz ,n‘n^ [ AS*
t
the Sun- Beam in one Posh
. 5 v« IS were)
were) r»e ^""' ^
? darkCham
TTT
an horizmtalDiretHon
wr Al *.
^acrossththein while
....
it is in Use. It
is an Automaton,
or pj a£e pj
:s are as follow.
AA
of Clockwork,
Slea«eFrame
Part , Sp _, um Z is fits'
jp which whose
a metalline
pendpd,
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go

pended, moveable about its Axis by means of two
Screws at a a. This • Frame is fixed to the Pie •ceJt*jC
which being hollow is moveable upon the cyl^ )
Shaft P about the Iron Pin e.See(
the Part by
a
This Pillar P is fixed to a triangular Base or F° ot
perpendicular by the three Screws B, B, B.
,}
21. On the Back-part of the Speculum is fix^
long cylindric Wire or Tail D , in a perpendicular
fition. By this it is connected to the second Pa^ ^
the Heliojlata, which is a common Thirty -Hour Cl0^
represented at H ; the Plane of which Clock is pal^ £
to that of the Equator in any given Place. This Cl° j{
is sustained on .the Column F G , in which it is moy easj
up and down by a thin Lamina or Plate that enters it ^
Cafe, and fixed to a proper Height by the Screws ^
at the Side. The Whole is truly adjusted to a PerE5Jt
dicular Situation by means of the three Screws I, j.
in the Tripod LL M, and the Plummet Q_,
Cuspis must answer to the Point o beneath.
22. The Axis of the Wheel , which moves the
dex N O over the Hour -Circle, is somewhat large?i .
perforated with a cylindric Cavity verging a little t .
conical Figure ; and receives the Shank p q of the > (
Index N O very close and tight , that by its Moti ofl J
Index may' be carried round. In the Extremity y,^ {■
the Index is a small cylindric Piece n, with a cyl* ,lsl fi
Perforation to receive the Tail t of the Fork T ,
u
as to admit a free Motion therein. In each Side: of
1 t,eh,
Fork are several Holes exactly opposite to each ot
in which go the Screws r, r, upon whose smooth jb
lindrjc Ends moves the tubular Piece R on its Auhc
m, m.

..

23. When the Machine is to be fixed for Use, jj’j
ther Part is made use of to adjust it ; which is ^crp,
the Pofttor, and is denoted by the Letters V X * j,j
T he Cylinder C is removed with the Speculum fro?1J,
Foot P , and the Brass Column V X put on in its
and adheres more strictly to the Pitt e, that it may *
its Position while the Machine is constituted,
3
24. On the Top of the Column, about X
Centre , moves the Lever Y Z , so that it may be
hpw inclined to the Horizon , and keep its Po^ j,s
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The Arm Y X may be of any Length
a
the
Arm
Y
Z
is
of
a
peculiar
Constru
,
.
xten
ds
no
germinate
farther than Length .’ To this Arm , which ext .

w,-

1S

adapted a Sliding-Piece % x fharp-

Pomted at 2 . By this the Arm X Z is determined to a

| ? n Len gth, the Piece Z x being fixed by the Sciews
,2S- Upon this Arm is drawn the short Line vx, by
of
rt, mayLength
he lengthened
in the
Whole The
, andReason
is ^
is !?? . whole
X Z when
shortest.
i th 1S Arm is always to increase and decrease.in ProP - >on to the Secant of the Sun’s Declination to the
XT whenlhllL
b- t th. R » li» » ' » ‘b.

»f - z- y the
(
j

Sen's gr«a«* Decimal,on) as

-Now the Reason of this Construction of
Arm
1S \° find any
^
given Day the Distance of the
i i\f re of the Speculum S from the Top 1 of t e S y
Sun’? ? ch must ever be equal to the Secant of the
Lift ^ Eelination; for it must always be equa
'Jance of the Top of the said Style I from the Centre
it
R
?dL Fork T , indtlu . ta ever equa!
e Lid Secant of Declination .
pi ] : * or since the Style I N and the Fork T are in a
Parallel to each other , therefore the middle
of? m ti* Sides of the Fork being (as they must be)
? soe same He- ht
the End of the Index O as
a?? he
of. "the Style NT o ,—’« s evident that on
th
noctial D
th. ? .Height
^oughi ? ^ Day the ''Sun’s Rays will pass directly
Positio„ 6' Perforation
3Ositio
* cjrorat
R ,* s•
if it• be put t in.
of the Piece
K
it
'^.1ft - Darc»
11o1 ion
.1 T 'vi
r .1TT
of the Cn Para Uel to the Plane of the Ecliptic , or that
the saj.i p.0c,*c'’ 2nd also that the Top of the Shadow of
28. Tn u- soii
exactly on the said Hole.
distance ? 18 t^
e Top of the Style is at the least
tromr 4 the central Point
therefore
. Jyue'be
- vim . of
‘-' i R
i \ , and
<uiu U4V1V
<V11'
tl0n above/ ?nt? by Radius, while in any other Post
Dat -*.:
. . . mi • J r.
' ..
Porti
>
'kvt,c>n toc Osv below , the Distance
will increase, inProJPakc with tft- £ ant of the Angle which the Ray,
. middle
.
.Ray , t a k a bv the
- “xe with this first or
26

Cent

1°
P

of the Style, and through the Hole
2.9 . Now it may be demonstrated, t a
Pi the Year, if the Clock and its Pedesta

p ay

^ ^xeft
that
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that the Line of XII be exactly in the Meridian)
that the Position of R in the Fork be such that 0[
Sun’s Rays go directly through it, and the Shades
the Style’s Top fall just upon the Hole ; moreover if,
Distance of the Centre of the Speculum S from the *„
of the Style/be made equal (by the Pof.tor) t0
Distance of the central Point of R therefrom ; and M jf
the Tail of the Speculum DE passing through P-M
then the Clock be put into Motion , the Index
}
shall carry about the Tail of the Speculum in fue .
Manner , that at all Times of that Day when theJ5.
can come upon the Speculum it will reflect the Fh
constantly in one and the fame Position and Dirt’^
all the time without Variation .
. j
30. The Machine thus constituted is placed ^
Box or Cafe, and set in a Window with one Side op^
exposed to the Sun, and all the other Parts close Lj,
that when the Room is made dark, and the Solas^
crofcope fixed to the Forepart of the Box in which ^
Heliojiata is placed, just against the Centre of the
culum to receive the reflected horizontal Beam, all (<|
Experiments of the darken’d Room are then perso^ j
- ■
— •
*
■
^
as usual. This
is a very ingenious
Construction o>
Sohtr- Microscope Apparatus^ and full of Art , but , 1
too expensive and troublesome for common Use.
ever, ’tis easy to fee that this Machine is capab^ j
being greatly reduced j for it may be made to an^
the End very well without a Clock ; also the Specu‘^
may be Glass instead of Metal , and all fix’d oh
Foot or Pedestal : But this I Rave to the Ingenuity
the Mechanical Reader.

